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Abstract
With the demand for more vehicles increasing, road safety is becoming a growing con-
cern. Traffic collisions take many lives and cost billions of dollars in losses. This explains
the growing interest of governments, academic institutions and companies in road safety.
The vastness and availability of road accident data has provided new opportunities for
gaining a better understanding of accident risk factors and for developing more effective
accident prediction and prevention regimes. Much of the empirical research on road safety
and accident analysis utilizes statistical models which capture limited aspects of crashes.
On the other hand, data mining has recently gained interest as a reliable approach for
investigating road-accident data and for providing predictive insights.
While some risk factors contribute more frequently in the occurrence of a road accident,
the importance of driver behavior, temporospatial factors, and real-time traffic dynamics
have been underestimated. This study proposes a framework for predicting crash risk
based on historical accident data. The proposed framework incorporates machine learning
and data analytics techniques to identify driving patterns and other risk factors associated
with potential vehicle crashes. These techniques include clustering, association rule mining,
information fusion, and Bayesian networks.
Swarm intelligence based association rule mining is employed to uncover the under-
lying relationships and dependencies in collision databases. Data segmentation methods
are employed to eliminate the effect of dependent variables. Extracted rules can be used
along with real-time mobility to predict crashes and their severity in real-time. The na-
tional collision database of Canada (NCDB) is used in this research to generate association
rules with crash risk oriented subsequents, and to compare the performance of the swarm
intelligence based approach with that of other association rule miners.
Many industry-demanding datasets, including road-accident datasets, are deficient in
descriptive factors. This is a significant barrier for uncovering meaningful risk factor re-
lationships. To resolve this issue, this study proposes a knwoledgebase approximation
framework to enhance the crash risk analysis by integrating pieces of evidence discovered
from disparate datasets capturing different aspects of mobility. Dempster-Shafer theory is
utilized as a key element of this knowledgebase approximation. This method can integrate
association rules with acceptable accuracy under certain circumstances that are discussed
in this thesis. The proposed framework is tested on the lymphography dataset and the
road-accident database of the Great Britain.
The derived insights are then used as the basis for constructing a Bayesian network that
can estimate crash likelihood and risk levels so as to warn drivers and prevent accidents
iv
in real-time. This Bayesian network approach offers a way to implement a naturalistic
driving analysis process for predicting traffic collision risk based on the findings from the
data-driven model.
A traffic incident detection and localization method is also proposed as a component
of the risk analysis model. Detecting and localizing traffic incidents enables timely re-
sponse to accidents and facilitates effective and efficient traffic flow management. The
results obtained from the experimental work conducted on this component is indicative
of the capability of our Dempster-Shafer data-fusion-based incident detection method in
overcoming the challenges arising from erroneous and noisy sensor readings.
v
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Traffic collisions are considered as the 9th leading cause of fatality and account for 2.2% of
all deaths worldwide [1]. According to the World Health Organization (WHO), approxi-
mately 1.25 million people die annually in traffic collisions across the world. That means
a vehicle crash takes one life every 25 seconds. Apart from the high number of fatalities,
approximately 20 million people are injured or become disabled each year. In a similar
report in 2004 by WHO, projections indicated that the death rate will rise by 65% over
a 20-year period unless the commitment to prevention is increased. Even if the current
rate remains constant, it still tears many families apart and imposes billions of dollars of
financial loss on governments every year [2, 3]. By comparing the global leading causes
of death in 2000 and 2012 in Figure 1.1 it is revealed that road injury is a growing cause
of death. One of the main reasons for this growth is the increasing number of vehicles in
use worldwide. The trend of worldwide vehicle registration in Figure 1.2 shows that this
number had a 50% growth during the years from 2000 to 2012. To date, the number of
vehicles in use has reached more than 1.2 billion and by extrapolation this number is likely
to rise to 2 billion by the year 2035, illustrated in Figure 1.3.
Road accidents not only take lives but also damage vehicles and properties. Road-traffic
injuries cost governments approximately 3% of their gross domestic product (GDP) [3].
Involved passengers can be severely injured, resulting in long-term recovery or permanent
disability. Road accidents can also be life-changing for the families with members who
sustain serious injuries. To that end, vehicle-crash prevention is an absolute necessity.
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Figure 1.1: Comparison of global leading causes of death 2000 and 2012
The global average mortality rate caused by road accidents is 17.4 car-crash deaths
per 100,000 people per year [3]. This number significantly varies across countries. In
developing and underdeveloped countries the mortality rate is much higher than that of
developed ones. In Canada, the number of fatalities per 100,000 population is 6, and
Ontario has a rate of 3.52. Although statistics show that Canada is well-placed regarding
the mortality rate, its rate is still high, so we should not leave the infrastructure unchanged.
Considering the rapid growth of the population, the current crash-prevention technologies
in transportation may not be able to cease or decrease the growth of the road-accident
mortality rate in the future.
The aforementioned statistics indicate that road accidents are a growing concern around
the world. Traffic-rule awareness, improved transportation systems, and effective precau-
tionary systems are examples of approaches to prevent road accidents. These approaches
have a considerable impact on traffic flow and safety. However, none of them is recognized
as the predominant method for avoiding road accidents. One approach that can have a sig-
nificant influence on traffic flow and safety is employing collision risk analysis models which
are sometimes referred to as collision prediction models (CPMs). Risk analysis and pre-
diction of vehicle accidents are becoming popular topics among researchers in road-safety
analysis. Having the probability range or the risk level of potential accidents predicted,
associated warnings and suggested precautionary actions can be made available to drivers.
Therefore, drivers will have the chance to avoid the dangers or reduce the damage by
responding quickly in advance.
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Figure 1.2: Growth in the number of vehicles in use worldwide
CPMs not only reduce road accidents but also are considered as an approach for safety-
performance estimation. The prevailing approach to estimate safety performance is using
collision rates. However, the non-linear relationship between collision frequency and the
amount of traffic on a road segment makes collision rates inappropriate representatives of
safety. Hence, CPMs are replacing collision rates as the primary tool for estimating road
safety. These models also overcome the limitations of traditional road-safety measurement
by facilitating an accurate and consistent quantification of safety performance [4].
1.2 Problem Statement
This thesis is concerned with the design of a crash prediction model that generates the like-
lihood of a particular vehicle crashing as a function of available crash contributing factors
including the driver behavior, environmental considerations, location, and time. Three
specific issues emerge by stating the problem with these elements: (1) the probabilistic
nature of the model’s output as a result of its individual-based prediction rather than a
population-based one, (2) the awareness and adaptability of the model with regards to
crash-associated factors, and (3) the model’s ability to cope with temporal and spatial
variations. In this section, a thorough description of the aforementioned issues is reported.
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Figure 1.3: Number of vehicles in use worldwide
A motor-vehicle crash is defined as an accident resulted from the collision of two or
more vehicles, the collision of a vehicle with a pedestrian or other moving or stationary
obstructions, or a single vehicle run off the road. Motor-vehicle crashes may have in-
evitable consequences like injury, death, and property damage. There are a burgeoning
number of factors contributing to motor-vehicle crashes. However, they all belong to 3




Human factors are recognized to have the largest influence on the occurrence of motor-
vehicle crashes. The age, experience, and skills of the road users, their attention and fatigue
level, and use of intoxicating substances or cellphones are some examples of human factors
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Figure 1.4: The triangle of road-accident contributing factors
[5, 6, 7, 8]. In spite of human factors’ importance, not many research works investigate them
for the road-accident prediction. This lack of consideration arises from the complexities
that the existence of human factors brings to the model. The contributions of human
factors are too complex to be discovered and measured by simple models. One of the
goals of this study is to contribute to a deeper comprehension of the role of human aspects
involved in the field of accident causation analysis.
The second group of factors responsible for crashes is environmental factors. This group
includes the factors related to road design (e.g., the number and width of the driving
lanes, the radius of curves, the speed limit, or the pavement quality), traffic flow (e.g.,
the daily traffic volume), weather, and lighting conditions of the roads [9, 10, 11, 12, 13,
14, 15]. Understanding the relationship between these factors and motor-vehicle crashes
not only unveils their contribution in the occurrence probability of accidents but also
helps in implementation of countermeasures to minimize the impact of particular factors
in accidents. In other words, some accidents would be avoided if the design of a particular
road was different, and therefore, identifying those aspects of the road design that have
considerable potential in preventing future accidents is crucial.
The occurrence of motor-vehicle crashes can also be associated with vehicle factors.
These factors include the braking, steering, and suspension systems, tire specifications,
age of the vehicle, engine power and other vehicle specifications abetting in technical mal-
functions or failure of the driver in avoiding collisions [17, 18]. Firgure 1.5 shows the
number of fatal, serious and slight road accidents that were caused by vehicle defect fac-
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Figure 1.5: Vehicle defect factors [16]
tors in Great Britain (UK) in 2018. According to this figure, defective breaks, tires, and
steering/suspension are the top three vehicle factors causing road accidents and are the
most fatal ones. Vehicle factors are partly recorded in many crash datasets. Their impor-
tance may not be as human factor’s (considering the number of crashes they cause), yet
they are major causes of fatal accidents. Their connections to the type of crashes and their
severity are still a problem of interest globally.
A crash risk prediction system is expected to identify hazardous situations. The main
goal of such a system is to reduce the number of car accidents and improve a driver’s
decisions. One important feature of a CPM or a crash risk estimator that improves its
ability to identify hazardous situations is context awareness. Context-aware systems are
those with the ability to sense, reason, and react upon the current contextual information.
Driver assistance systems can use the information coming from context-aware CPMs to
link drivers with the physical environment surrounding them.
The total number of the variables contributing to car accidents is unknown, but numer-
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ous variables are known to have correlation with the risk of car accidents. The dependencies
between these variables cause road accident data to be heterogeneous. The heterogeneous
nature of road accident data makes the crash risk analysis task difficult. As the number of
variables increases, the number of inter-dependencies between them grows exponentially
and overcoming the heterogeneity becomes more challenging.
Road-accident datastes contain a large amount of unprocessed information about the
contribution and significance of crash-associated factors. An individual-based approach fo-
cuses on the current contextual information from the environment, vehicle, and driver and
compares them against the historical data to obtain a crash risk that is associated to the
vehicle of interest. On the contrary, a population-based prediction relies on the frequency
of crashes happening in a predefined scenario. As a result, driver assistance systems devel-
oped based upon population-based approaches fail to provide crash risk estimations that
are specific to the unique features of the vehicle and driver. Therefore, individual-based
prediction is preferred and promises a strong foundation for developing driver assistance
systems.
CPMs should also account for the temporal and spatial correlations in the road-accident
databases. The non-random distribution of road-accidents in time and space demonstrates
the importance of discovering spatial and temporal patterns in traffic accidents. Spatial and
temporal analysis helps to identify these patterns and their characteristics. Although time
and space variations have been recognized to be influential in the occurrence of crashes,
limited research has been conducted to investigate the interaction between the location of
crashes and the time they occur. In this thesis, time trends and demographic effects are
investigated in addition to other dependencies.
1.3 Objectives
This work aspires to design a new preventive approach by which the number of road ac-
cidents and casualties dramatically decreases. The idea here is to find the probability
range of crashes in advance by considering the data collected from the vehicle, the driver
behavior, the road geometry and location, the weather, and other historical data on road
accident track records. The proposed model is expected to make early prediction of poten-
tial road crashes possible by incorporating data analytics and machine learning algorithms
and identifying crash-associated patterns. This model can be used as a basis for developing
a pre-crash warning system that allows the drivers to be aware of hazards ahead of time.
The resultant product of this project saves lives by alerting drivers ahead of time, enhances
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the quality of driving experience, makes roads a safer place, and sets the foundation for
development of intelligent safety-oriented self-driving cars.
The scope of this study is divided into four parts:
1. Accident data clustering and insight induction: Developing a tool by which
road accident data repositories can be fully explored. The goal is to extract insights
about the contribution of certain combinations of collision-associated factors in car
crashes. Each combination results in a different crash configuration or severity level.
This tool should serve as the core of a non-real-time collision prediction model. The
model maps the risk factor combinations to certain probability ranges and risk levels.
Fulfilling this objective requires identification of the frequent risk factor combinations
in a crash dataset and estimating their severity levels.
2. Knowledgebase approximation: aggregation of insights from disparate datasets.
Each country, region, or district owns a set of collision datasets containing elements
that are selected for a specific purpose. Additionally, no single dataset presents
a complete set of crash-contributing factors. Even if it does, investigating huge
amount of data using the existing insight extraction methods would impose a high
computational complexity. In order to equally investigate all the crash-contributing
factors, an insight aggregation framework is needed. The ideal framework enables
aggregation of insights from multiple datasets without considerable increase in the
computational time.
3. Context-aware collision analysis: a naturalistic driving analysis that enables the
model to process driving patterns in real-time. Context-aware colision prediction
model examines the three main sources of contributing factors (the driver, vehicle,
and environment) in different variations of time and location. It is desired that
all the insights are aggregated before starting the context-aware collision analysis.
Contextual information helps in recognition and classification of collision patterns
and in adapting model’s performance. Adaptive model allows the system to work
under various circumstances. Finally, the output of the context-aware CPM can
assist the driver in augmenting the probability of undertaking safe behavior.
4. Traffic incident detection and localization: a subsidiary system to identify
and localize incidents using sensor networks. While the in-depth accident analysis
and naturalistic driving studies set the foundation for the context-aware prediction
model, there are plenty of subsidiaries that can be added to improve this compound.
Traffic incident detection and localization system is one example of these subsidiaries.
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Detecting and localizing traffic incidents enables timely response to accidents and
facilitates effective and efficient traffic flow management. One of the frequent types
of traffic collisions are head on accidents to the vehicles stalled in highways after
occurrence of an incident. The automatic incident detection system can inform the
drivers about the congestion in their path and the associated collision risks.
The outcome of this research, having achieved the above mentioned objectives, helps
drivers take precautionary actions by recognizing and reducing the influence of crash-
associated factors. Also, car insurance companies can benefit from the non-real-time model
by using it as a basis for calculating the car insurance premiums.
1.4 Organization
This thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 provides a comprehensive background to
crash prediction models from three perspectives of regression and statistical modeling,
Artificial intelligence, and probabilistic modeling. The proposed crash risk analysis frame-
work is formulated in Chapter 3, and an overview of the structure is presented. Chapter 4
proposes the accident data clustering and insight induction describing its design details and
discussing the association rules derived from the National Collision Database of Canada.
A knowledgebase aggregation and approximation framework using the disjunctive pooling
rule variation of the Dempster-Shafer theory is proposed in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6, a
context-aware collision analysis system is designed using a Bayesian network that learns
the structure based on approximated knowledgebases. Chapter 7 introduces traffic incident
detection and localization, as a component of the crash risk analysis framework, with the
ability to automatically detect and localize incidents that happen on highways. Finally,
conclusions and future work are presented in Chapter 8. The conclusion sections of chap-
ters 4 to 7 provide a short summary of the achievements and the limitations pertinent to
each of these chapters.
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Chapter 2
Background and Literature Review
The statistical methodologies and their variants in univariate and multivariate regression
frameworks have been successfully applied to the crash count estimation problem. These
methods have enhanced our perception of the relationships between many risk factors and
accident outcomes. AI-based and probabilistic techniques also capture these relationships
from a different perspective and to a different extent. Exploring the literature of the crash
prediction methods reveals how fast these methods are evolving and how promising they
are in identifying the influence factors. At the same time, it shows there are gaps remaining
in this field to accomplish a desired crash prediction model that can be integrated into a
vehicle’s alerting system.
This chapter reviews the background, the literature, and the state-of-the-art techniques
for developing crash-prediction models. The techniques can be classified into three cat-
egories: Regression-based techniques, AI-based techniques, and Probabilistic techniques.
Some examples of these methods are illustrated in Figure 2.1. The sections of this chapter
introduce these categories along with notable approaches in them. The advantages and
shortcomings of the methods as well as the gaps in the literature are also presented.
2.1 Regression-based CPMs
Regression-based collision-prediction models provide an estimation of the occurrence fre-
quency of road-accidents. The developers of such models assume that crash frequency is
an appropriate dependent variable for predicting road accidents. The estimation that such
models produce is for a specific location and is highly correlated to the characteristics of
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Figure 2.1: Crash prediction models
the site. Consequently, such models generally focus only on one of the risk factor classes
(i.e., the environment) involved in accidents. Although the models in this domain have
some issues, especially the lack of generalizability, they form a strong basis for integrat-
ing environmental variables and for finding the correlation of certain variables to crash
likelihood.
Several regression-based modelling techniques have been used for crash prediction in-
cluding multiple linear regression, Poisson distribution, negative binomial, random effect
technique, and multiple logistic regression models. The multiple linear regressions model-
ing technique has been used in several fields to model the relationship between different
explanatory variables and an outcome variable. This technique fits a linear equation to
observed data to describe the relationship between these variables. Although multiple lin-
ear regression models are proposed and used widely in road accident studies, they have
limitations to describe the random, non-negative, discrete, and typically sporadic events,
which are all characteristics of road crashes.
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One of the first regression-based CPMs developed for multi-lane roads was proposed
by Persuad et al. [19] in 1993. From numerous independent variables which affect crash
frequency, they chose average daily traffic (ADT) and hourly volume (VH) to express the
relationship between crash data and traffic flow. Generalized linear models are the basis for
their examination of this relationship. They show that the increase in traffic flow will result
in an increase in crash rate. Although both ADT and VH can express the traffic flow, the
authors believe the latter reflects a more appropriate expression. They draw this conclusion
by observing that the accident risk on four-lane freeways is lower than on freeways with
more than four lanes in the same traffic volume due to the greater freedom for drivers to
maneuver and that VH as opposed to ADT takes the congestion conditions into account.
Nevertheless, ADT is used more often in CPMs due to the difficulty in accurately measuring
VH. In the same year, Knuiman et al. [20] employed negative binomial distribution to study
the relationship between median width of four-lane roads and crash frequency. The results
reveal that the crash rate decreases as the median width increases. Cross-over accidents,
which involve a car traversing the median barrier on highways, are the main type of car
crashes that wider medians can help to prevent.
The random and discrete nature of the crash events has made many researchers argue
that Poisson regression models are more appropriate than multiple linear regression models.
Greibe [21], for example, developed a Poisson distribution model for urbun intersections and
road segments in Denmark and found significant explanatory variables for estimating the
number of crashes in road segments. These variables include speed limit, road environment,
parking facilities, number of minor side roads and number of exits per kilometer. For
intersections, the most significant variables were found to be those describing the traffic
flow. Abdel-aty et al.[22] introduced some limitations for Poisson model. One of these
limitations is that the mean must equal the variance of road crash number (dependent
variable). In most crash data, the variance value of the road crash number exceeds the
mean value and, in such case, the data would be overdispersed.
The regression-based CPMs were conventionally developed by employing the Poisson-
gamma hierarchy [23]. This would result in a negative binomial regression model as the
tool for road safety performance estimation [24, 25, 26, 27, 28]. Negative Binomial (NB)
regression method is considered as an alternative for the Poisson regression model since it
does not require the equal mean and variance assumption. For some special purposes the
Poisson distribution is still a fairly good representation, but more recent research suggests
that a combination of models provide a better understanding of how safety is affected by
explanatory variables.
Poisson-lognormal (PLN), Multivariate Poisson (MVP) and multivariate Poisson-lognormal
(MVPLN) regression are also frequently used in literature to devise models for crash fre-
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quency estimation. Such models perform better than those based on Gamma distribution
in existence of outliers [29]. The MVPLN regression is adopted to model crash rate at dif-
ferent levels of severity [30], and is reported to be more appropriate than MVP approach
for the analysis of multivariate collision count data [31].
Fridstrm et al. [32] also adopted negative binomial regression to examine the effect
of traffic flow, speed limits, weather and lightening conditions on the crash rate. Their
work also contributed by applying goodness-of-fit measurement. By considering Poisson
regression besides negative binomial regression, Hadi et al. [33] related total crash rate and
injury crash rate to annual average daily traffic (AADT) and environmental characteristics
to develop a CPM for multilane and two-lane roads. Their findings show that crash rate
increases by increasing AADT on the roads with high capacity. However, on the roads with
low capacity, crash rate decreases as higher traffic flow in such roads will restrict freedom
for drivers’ maneuvers.
One of the earliest studies in which curves and tangents were separately analyzed was
performed by Persaud et al. [34]. The crash frequency for two lane roads has been esti-
mated using traffic flow and road geometry. Generalized linear modeling was employed for
regression model calibration. An increase in AADT and Section length (L) were found to
cause crash frequency to rise for both curves and tangents. Curvature (1/R) was found to
have impact on crash frequency in tangents.
Some limitations are associated with traditional statistical regression models that has
encouraged researchers to propose non-parametric methods and artificial intelligence (AI)
models for predicting crashes. Recent studies on historical traffic data indicates that the
applied statistical modeling fails when dealing with complex and highly nonlinear data
[35], which could suggest that the relationship between the influence factors and traffic
crash outcomes is more complicated than can be captured by a single statistical approach.
Regression-based models require assumptions about the distribution of data. Further-
more, they need a well-defined functional form, a linear functional form for example, be-
tween dependent variable and independent variables. These basic assumptions of the tradi-
tional statistical regression models play an important role in their accuracy and the quality
of the outcome. If these assumptions are violated, it will result to inefficient estimations
and incorrect inferences [27, 36, 37].
Table 2.1 summarises the advantages and disadvantages of different regression-based
CPMS obtained from a few more detailed literature [38]. Based on the information in this
table, the developer of the CPM model should consider many aspects of the available crash
data and the form of the model’s output to make a decision about the model type. If none
of the regression-based models can address the requirements of the CPM, the AI-based
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Table 2.1: Comparison of regression models for analysing crash-frequency [38]
Model Type Advantages Disadvantages
Multiple Logistic
Suitable to study the effect of one vari-
able while controlling for other vari-
ables
used to analyze only crash binary out-
comes
Multiple Linear Easy to estimate crash number
Unable to describe adequately the ran-
dom, non-negative, discrete, and typi-
cally sporadic events
Random Effects Handle spatial correlation
The results from this technique may not
be transferable to other data sets be-
cause the results are observation spe-
cific
Poisson
Handle with unavoidable discrete and
more likely random events
Cannot handle over- and under disper-
sion(the mean must equal the variance
of crash number)
Negative Binomial
Does not require the equal mean and
variance assumption, able to describe
adequately the random, non-negative,
discrete, and typically sporadic events
Cannot handle with small sample sizes
and probabilistic models are other options to be considered.
2.2 AI-based CPMs
Artificial intelligence (AI) is widely used in real-life applications these days. The need for
AI is amplified where the outcomes and the data change all the time. In this section, AI
techniques are surveyed for road-accident prediction.
Previous studies show that neural network is among the most popular AI-based tech-
niques used for crash prediction. Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are non-linear sta-
tistical data modeling tools capable of finding complex relationships between inputs and
outputs in a system or patterns in data. In terms of performance, neural network analysis
is equal to non-linear regression analysis. Consequently, neural network is an alternative
of regression analysis for non-linear engineering problems. One advantage of ANN over
regression analysis is that it does not need a pre-selected model to fit the data and suffi-
cient hidden nodes guarantee the required accuracy. Neural network is known to exhibit a
more realistic and accurate prediction [39]. its applications in transportation engineering
can be found in the studies from early 1990s for traffic management and transportation
engineering [40, 41].
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ANN-based methods can be used for the prediction of accidents and their severity. A
combination of decision tree with ANN using back-propagation was presented by chong et
al. to train the network [42]. In this study, driver’s seat belt usage, light condition of the
roadway, and driver’s alcohol usage were recognized as the most critical features in fatal
injuries. Tambouratzis et al. also combined probabilistic neural networks and decision
trees for the prediction of accident severity (light, serious, or dead). The implications
in this study show that this combination enhances classification accuracy [43]. In both
studies, road-accident historical data were used for developing a crash prediction model,
and therefore, these models suffer from the inaccuracy attributed to the population-based
nature of the prediction; the data-driven model will not be able to translate data gathered
in real-time to a realistic crash probability.
Many other crash prediction models are developed based on AI techniques using a
combination of neural networks, support vector machine, and decision tree [44, 45, 46, 47,
48]. These models, which are all created using observational data, reveal that traffic flow,
road section length, infrastructure geometric characteristics, pavement surface conditions,
lighting, weather conditions and driver behavior contribute to the occurrence of accidents.
By considering these contributing factors in crash prediction models, the occurrence and
severity of accidents can be reduced.
Evolutionary algorithms are also among successful AI techniques used for developing
crash prediction models. Genetic algorithm (GA) and genetic programming (GP) are
two popular examples of Evolutionary algorithms used in this context. GA is a heuristic
based evolutionary search approach inspired by the process of natural selection [49]. GA
applies genetic operations such as mutation, crossover, and selection to generate high-
quality solutions to optimization and search problems. It starts with randomly generating
a pool of candidates known as initial population in compliance with the rules of the problem
domain. The next generation is a set of promoted candidates selected based on a defined
fitness function. The fitness function ensures that well-fitted candidates have more chances
to be selected for the reproduction process. In the reproduction process, crossover and
mutation operations are used to alter the properties of the candidate solutions.
As opposed to GA, the candidate solutions in GP have a tree-like structure rather than
a one dimensional array. The candidate solutions in GP, in fact, are computer programs
encoded as a set of genes that the algorithm breeds them to find the best solution for the
problem. Similar to GA, a fitness function is used for the selection process, and mutation
and crossover are used as the reproduction operators. Compared to ANN, GP has a major
advantage which is the transparency in the model; it makes the best approximation of the
objective, found in the search space, visible by removing the black box effect. In addition,
previous studies have shown that the models developed based on GP outperform the ones
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developed based on traditional modeling techniques with regard to prediction performance
[50, 51, 52].
A GP-based real-time crash-prediction model has been proposed by Xu et al. using
traffic and weather situations in crash data as input [53]. The study has been performed for
freeways and separate models developed in congested and uncongested traffic situations.
The authors selected the most influential contributing factors in crashes by employing
random forest technique. They used ramped half-and-half method [49] for initialization
of the candidate solutions and setting the tree depth limit to six levels. The maximum
tree depth were increased to 30 levels after the initialization phase. Xu et al. observed
that traffic flow characteristics contribute in crash risk quite differently in congested and
uncongested traffic conditions.
There are other works targeting accident prediction using evolutionary algorithms, but
not all of them directly use GAs to solve the problem. Dixon et al. [54] used GA to reduce
the distance between converged samples and ground truth labels for prediction. Damousis
et al. used fuzzy expert system while GA is used to train the parameters with the purpose
of increasing accuracy. Yang [55] also employed GA to train the parameters of support
vector regression to predict highway traffic accidents. In these works, GA were utilized to
train another learning method to enhance the performance of prediction.
Some of the most recent works in risk and severity prediction use Neural networks (NN).
Zeng et al. [56], for example, proposed a traffic accident’s severity prediction model using
convolutional neural network for traffic accident’s severity prediction. Another example by
Yuan et al. [57] uses a deep learning approach on heterogeneous spatio-temporal data to
predict traffic accidents. Deep learning has attracted a great attention from researchers in
the past decade, but has been mostly used in the fields of text, image, and voice recognition.
Other state-of-the-art examples of using deep learning for traffic accident risk and severity
prediction can be found in [58, 59, 60], and [61].
2.3 Probabilistic CPMs
Human beings have the ability to estimate the threat level of planned actions in traffic.
While driving, they evaluate different maneuvers like overtaking, lane changing, or inter-
section crossing according to a ratio of risk and time efficiency. When a certain maneuver
starts, its consequences affect the future development of traffic situation. Probabilistic
CPMs consider uncertainties originating from the possible behaviors of other traffic partic-
ipants. Other uncertainties such as measurement inaccuracies, interaction of participants,
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and limitation of driving maneuvers due to road geometry can also be considered in prob-
abilitic CPMs. However, they may bring too much complexity depending on the method
used in the model [62].
The outcome of probabilitic CPMs represents the probability of a crash for a specific
trajectory based on predictions for other participants’ behaviors and interactions. These
models can be predictive or nonpredictive. The predictive approach works based on predict-
ing a behavior and estimating the risk of crash in that situation. In contrast, nonpredictive
methods rely on historical crash records and the evaluation of traffic arrangements that
have resulted in dangerous situations.
An efficient and widely implemented class of methods for predicting traffic situations
is simulation of single behaviors of traffic participants [63, 64]. These methods generate
useful measures like time to collision or predicted minimum distance, but they do not
consider actions of other traffic participants and measurements’ uncertainties. For this
reason, these methods may suffer from unsatisfying collision predictions [65]. A good
and more sophisticated alternative is to use Monte Carlo methods that consider multiple
simulations of other vehicles based on different initial states and changes in steering angle
and acceleration. Examples of these methods can be found in [66, 67], and [68].
Another method for probabilistic investigation of crashes is stochastic reachability anal-
ysis. This method is an evolved version of reachability analysis by using stochastic infor-
mation. Reachable sets contain all the possible future states of a system’s trajectory for
a given set of initial states and disturbance values. In this method, a particular path of
a certain vehicle is evaluated as unsafe when the reachable sets of other vehicles cover all
the possible positions that vehicle could move to [69, 70]. When the reachable sets are
enhanced by stochastic information, the probability by which a vehicle’s path may result
in a crash is also reported. Stochastic reachable sets have also been studied in the fields of
air traffic safety [71] and fault diagnosis [72, 73].
Bayesian inference can also be used as a probabilistic model as a whole, or can be com-
bined with regression-based or AI-based methods to make the crash analysis probabilistic.
Full Bayesian inference has been used widely for crash prediction; see, e.g., [74]. Five
years of crash data is used in this study for aggregate investigation, and one year crash
data along with real-time traffic and weather data were utilized for disaggregate models.
Aggregate analysis uses historical data only and reveals contributing factors for each crash
type. In contrast, disaggregate studies use surveillance systems and measurement devices
to benefit from detailed traffic and weather data.
For a more realistic real-time crash prediction, CPMs have to consider the interactions
between vehicles in addition to the measured data and information from surveillance sys-
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Table 2.2: Descriptive comparison of regression-based, AI-based, and probabilistic CPMs
Regression-based
CPMs
AI-based CPMs Probabilistic CPMs
Prediction
type
Predicts the collision fre-
quency and not the colli-
sion likelihood
Can predict the collision like-
lihood but most of the exist-
ing methods target collision
frequency for simplicity
Can predict the collision like-
lihood but most of the exist-





More effective if applied to
a specific location
Highly correlated to the
characteristics of the site
Can be Applied to any loca-
tion depending on the learn-
ing method
Is able to consider environ-
ment along with the driver
and vehicle variables
Can be Applied to any loca-
tion depending on the learn-
ing method
Is able to consider environ-





Needs the history of colli-
sions in a period of time
Needs an information repos-
itory (collisions or conflicts)
to learn the parameters
An information repository is
not needed
constraints
The number of involved
parameters should be lim-
ited
No restriction on the quan-
tity of parameters
Increasing the number of pa-
rameters arises the inter-
dependency issue
No restriction on the quan-
tity of parameters
Increasing the number of pa-
rameters arises the inter-
dependency issue
tems. The big issue for analysing traffic participants’ interactions is the computational
complexity. Even by taking only discrete actions (e.g., lane change) at discrete points of
time into account, a fast-growing tree of possible situations is generated. The computa-
tional complexity in that case is in the order of O(µρ.v), where µ is the number of possible
actions, ρ is the number of time steps of the prediction, and v is the number of traffic
participants [78].
Tables 2.2 and 2.3 summarize the descriptive and analytical comparison of regression-
based, AI-based, and probabilistic CPMs. In general, AI-based and probabilistic CPMs
are shown to outperform the regression-based CPMs. The reason lies in regression-based
CPMs’ need for a pre-selected model which is not guaranteed to be the best fit for the data
in use. As opposed to the regression-based CPMs, AI-based and probabilistic CPMs are
not limited to a specified model and hence can cope with a wider range of datasets and
are more robust to noise and outliers.
Statistical models are not the best option for dealing with complex and highly nonlinear
data. As a matter of fact, the relationship between the risk factors and crash outcomes is
more complicated than can be captured by a single statistical approach. Statistical methods
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Xie et al. (2007) [75] MAD: 1.86 MAD: 1.42
Method: Bayesian neural network and neg-
ative binomial regression model
MSPE: 6.53 MSPE: 2.48
Evalution: MAD 1 and MSPE 2
Xu et al. (2012) [53] Uncongested=59.24 Uncongested=67.42
Comparision: GP and binary logit models
Evaluation: ROC curve 3 Congested=55.58 Congested=60.5
Yu et al. (2013) [74] Maximum
Method: multi-level Bayesian analysis achieved:
Evaluation: AUC 0.78
Das et al. (2015) [76] Maximum
Method: logistic regression achieved:
Evaluation AUC 0.7622
Deublein et al. (2014) [77] Reg: 0.688 EB: 0.711
Comparision: Regression(Reg), Emperical
Bayes(EB), and Bayesian Network(BN)
BN: 0.731
Evaluation: coefficients of correlation 4
mostly presume some strong assumptions, and hence, are not suitable for generalization.
Multi-collinearity, which is the high degree of correlation between two or more independent
variables, is another problem with statistical models in crash prediction. They also have
poor performance when dealing with outliers and missing or noisy data [79]. This thesis
presents an AI-based CPM combined with a Bayesian network configuration that mitigates
many of the issues and the gaps addressed in this chapter. Next chapter formulates the
problem of temporospatial context-aware vehicular crash risk prediction and shows the
steps that should be taken to tackle this problem.
1Mean Absolute Deviance
2Mean Squared Predictive Error
3The reported values here are average of sensitivity values
4The reported values here are r-values.
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Chapter 3
Road-accident Risk Analysis System:
Machine Learning Approach
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce and formulate the problem of temporospatial
context-aware vehicular crash risk prediction. An overview of the proposed crash risk
prediction system is presented which introduces the overall system structure followed by
the problem breakdown. The problem break down section explains how the different parts
of the proposed framework address the objectives of this study. A brief introduction to the
main operations and the relationships between them can be found in this chapter. Further
details about the functionality of subsystems and their operations are discussed in chapters
4 to 7.
3.1 Problem Formulation
The problem being addressed in this thesis is the individual-based analysis of crash risk
factors by considering information from the driver, the vehicle, and the environment in
different variations of time and location. The aim is to propose a structure that is able to
map the available information from these sources to a collision risk level. The risk level, as
the output of this structure, can be used to inform drivers of their current behavior’s col-
lision risk influenced by other factors. A particular driving behavior may not be presumed
dangerous in all circumstances; It is the presence of certain environmental and vehicle-
related features in a certain situation, time, and location that characterizes some driving
behaviors as not safe. The large number of influence factors and the multi-collinearity
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of the problem demand for a collision risk assessment model to process the relationships
between these influence factors.
Figure 3.1: Problem definition
Figure 3.1 summarizes the problem definition by assuming the mapping model as a
black box named crash prediction model (CPM). This model takes parameters from driver,
vehicle, and environment as inputs and processes them with equal importance until certain
patterns emerge that contribute to occurrence of accidents. In other words, this model does
not focus on the influence of certain parameters individually, as opposed to the majority
of works in the literature assigning weights to the parameters based on the degree of
contribution they estimated for them. The way that this problem is formulated allows
relevant inputs to be fed into the CPM, however, the degree of contribution of any input
is not determined by a weight, but by their frequency of presence in collision patterns
resulting into particular types of collisions.
This model is also formulated to handle the interdependencies between inputs. Differ-
ent combinations of factors are assumed to be mapped into different risk levels. Although
the proposed CPM is aimed to function in an individual-based manner, it does not ig-
nore connections between collision-related factors. Moreover, the model should be able to
process road-accident databases and incorporate the result to enhance the risk level pre-
diction. Accident datasets are now populated with decades of accident data and are rich
with patterns resulting in vehicle collisions. That is why part of the problem definition is
dedicated to the model’s ability to extract meaningful insights from data repositories and
merging the information from various sources.
Another considerable gap in the literature is the way CPM outputs are reported. Most
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of the CPM models predict crash frequencies which are not indicative of how dangerous
driver behaviors are in certain circumstances. The output of the proposed model is aimed
to report crash risk level rather than the crash frequency. It will be sensitive to all the 3
sources of crashes: driver, vehicle, and environment. The output has the potential to serve
as an input to driver alert systems and as a source of information for insurance companies
to compute premiums. The output is also expected to contribute to the safety requirements
of autonomous vehicles.
3.2 Problem Breakdown Structure
Exploring historical collision data and in-depth accident analysis are proper first steps to-
wards traffic collision analysis. CPMs that are developed based on historical data basically
link a safety measure (e.g., collision risk) to a set of crash-associated variables. In contrast,
in-depth accident analysis investigates contributing collision factors by detail reconstitu-
tions of accidents with the aim of providing information on the chain of events that led to
the collision [80]. Both methods share some shortcomings like providing limited amounts of
data or requiring updated information repositories for a realistic prediction [81]. However,
using them as a first step reveals interesting insights and general rules about contribution
of crash-associated factors which can be helpful for triggering probabilistic models towards
a low-cost real-time accident prediction.
Another approach in analyzing road-accidents is called naturalistic driving analysis.
Naturalistic driving analysis is concerned with continuous collection of data from the
sources that contain contributing factors. As mentioned in Chapter 1, these sources are
mainly the road user’s behavior, the vehicle, and the environment. In-depth accident anal-
ysis or naturalistic driving analysis cannot offer an accurate and robust crash prediction
structure when used alone. However, a model based on the combination of both is likely
to mitigate the shortcomings that each has individually. This procedure is illustrated in
Figure 3.2 which shows how each method performs and how their combination can elevate
the accuracy and robustness of the model.
Figure 3.3 is an overview of the problem formulation. This figure shows that the in-
depth accident analysis and naturalistic driving analysis can work in harmony to perform
collision risk analysis. This harmony takes advantage of prior collisions and the real-time
driving conditions. It starts with extracting insights from a single collision dataset. Insights
act as distilled information extracted from huge collision datasets. They are easier to store,
simpler to access, and suitable to update. As shown in Figure 3.4, Chapter 4 of this thesis
addresses the insight induction process from a single dataset. It is emphasized in the same
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of in-depth accident analysis, naturalistic driving analysis, and
their combination
chapter that data preprocessing is necessary for collision datasets, especially for decreasing
heterogeneity, and hence, collision data clustering is also investigated.
After obtaining the framework to extract insights from a single dataset, integration of
insights becomes prominent. There are many collision datasets available worldwide each of
which points to different aspects of collision events based on the features they contain and
the location in which the dataset is recorded. Some of them have been accumulating records
for decades and hence are big in size. Insight integration is a significant contribution of
this thesis which brings flexibility, adaptability, and context awareness to the CPM model.
It also makes data processing, including road-accident data processing, less costly and less
time consuming by eliminating the urge of huge datasets being involved directly in the
model. Insight integration is investigated in Chapter 5, as shown in Figure 3.3.
The next sub-problem addresses the use of the integrated insights for training a collision
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Figure 3.3: Problem formulation overview
analysis system. This system is the closest computational block to the user and generates
the ultimate output this research is seeking for. All the real-time contributing measure-
ments and information is passed through this system to be mapped into a collision risk
level. This block is also where in-depth accident analysis and naturalistic driving studies
meet. All discovered patterns resulting in occurrence of accidents collaborate in training
a network that can classify different combinations of risk factors. At this stage, if any risk
factor is recognized to have impact in the event of an accident, the overall impact will be
analyzed by putting that factor alongside others to identify the accident probability region
for them as a whole. This sub-problem is explored in Chapter 6.
There is another aspect of naturalistic driving analysis which is concerned with iden-
tification of traffic incidents in roads. Developing automatic traffic incident identification
systems can be as important as collision risk analysis; Being connected to driving alert
systems, they can inform drivers about blocked roads that should be avoided or to slow
down before reaching an accident zone. Besides, any second can be crucial in informing
the emergency personnel to be dispatched to the accident scene. Reducing the time gap
between occurrence of accidents and presence of rescue team can save many lives. That is
why an automatic collision identification system is investigated in Chapter 7 of this thesis.
Figure 3.3 shows how all the above-mentioned pieces are connected to create a well-
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Figure 3.4: Problem breakdown
structured collision prediction and driver alert system. There are many other pieces that
can be added to improve this complex but do not fit in the scope of this thesis. One of
such pieces is the process of using the collision insights to generate suggestions to drivers
in the event of high collision risk situations. However, for the scope of this thesis, I assume
the risk level can be transmitted to a user interface for drivers as illustrated by a dashed
line in the overview diagram in Figure 3.3.
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Chapter 4
Accident Data Clustering and Insight
Induction
4.1 Introduction
With the demand for more vehicles increasing, road safety is becoming a growing concern.
Traffic collisions take many lives and cost billions of dollars in losses. This explains the
growing interest of governments, academic institutions and companies in road safety. The
vastness and availability of road accident data has provided new opportunities for gaining
a better understanding of accident risk factors and for developing more effective accident
prediction and prevention regimes. Much of the empirical research on road safety and
accident analysis utilizes statistical models which capture limited aspects of crashes. On the
other hand, data mining has recently gained interest as a reliable approach for investigating
road-accident data and for providing predictive insights.
This chapter presents an approach, based on medoid clustering and association rule
mining, for exploring and comprehensively understanding crash-contributing patterns in a
given collision database. The Gower distance is used as a clustering criterion for handling
the presence of categorical data. Furthermore, binary particle swarm optimization is em-
ployed to achieve insight discovery. The national collision database of Canada (NCDB) is
used in this study to generate accident-related rules and evaluate the performance of the
proposed approach. Although the number of attributes was limited with respect to human
and vehicle-related factors, quite revealing insights were derived from the data pertinent
to accident prevention and prediction. Experimental results are reported to demonstrate
the efficiency of the proposed approach.
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4.2 Accident Data Segmentation
Heterogeneity often exists in road-accident data. This heterogeneity may cause certain
relationships between the variables to remain hidden. The heterogeneity in traffic data
is the inconsistency in the values of risk-indicating variables in the same or almost the
same circumstances [82]. It arises from collecting data from various scenarios in different
circumstances while one or more critical variables are unobserved. Removing heterogeneity
from road-accident data is a big challenge in road safety analysis [83]. Those certain
relationships that may remain hidden can make the crash analysis task difficult. For
example, certain risk factors related to specific vehicle types may not be significant in
entire dataset, the influence of certain crash associated factors may be different for distinct
conditions, or severity levels for collision contributing factors may be different for different
accident types [84].
An example demonstrating the effect of heterogeneity in accident data can be seen
in Figure 4.1. If the curvature and slope of the road (Road Alignment) are among the
unobserved variables in the dataset, then there will be no feature in this road to differentiate
its three segments. However, the different number of crashes per year in those segments
shows that there are certain factors causing the vehicles in each segment to have different
risks of accidents.
Figure 4.1: An example demonstrating the effect of heterogeneity in accident data
Data segmentation is one of the pragmatic solutions to the heterogeneity in the dataset.
Data segmentation is concerned with the division of collision datasets into homogeneous
segments of risk indicating variables. It will partition the data into relevant target groups to
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minimize the impact of unobserved variables. This step will decrease the cost of computa-
tion by isolating the irrelevant data from each target group. Identification of homogeneous
crash-data types allows subsequent road-accident analysis to deal with consistent crash
configurations.
To apply data segmentation to the collision dataset, I opted for cluster analysis as
a descriptive data-mining technique. In this unsupervised learning technique, the true
number of clusters, as well as their form, are unknown. Therefore, I first utilized a cluster
shape identification technique to reveal the true shape of the clusters.
Figure 4.2: Data segmentation
Figure 4.3: Road-accident data segmentation
4.2.1 Cluster Shape Identification for Accident Data
Lack of prior information that defines the underlying data distributions generally happens
in data clustering problems and makes it a challenging task. Using the wrong clustering
algorithms for detecting clusters with unknown shapes and sizes may result in abnormal
outcomes. In addition, different regions of the feature space may contain clusters of diverse
shapes, and a single clustering algorithm can fail in finding all the clusters when its intrinsic
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criterion does not fit well with the data distribution in the entire feature space. Road-
accident data clustering is one of the key stages of in-depth accident analysis in this work
which suggests using a proper technique to find the best algorithm for this purpose.
One of the solutions to uncover the underlying distribution of data in clusters is using
multiple clustering algorithms with different clustering criteria. while a single clustering
algorithm may not recover clusters of different shapes, I assume one proper clustering
algorithm can be selected from a variety of clustering algorithms to provide the best ap-
proximation of the desired clusters. A cluster fitness function, however, is needed to identify
the best algorithm that should be selected in the final clustering solution. If the final solu-
tion for clustering a dataset indicates poor performance with a single algorithm, it implies
the existence of clusters with diverse types, otherwise that particular clustering algorithm
deems appropriate for further examinations.
In this section, I introduce cluster shape identification which applies several clustering
algorithms each representing a different objective function. These clustering algorithms
are applied independently or in parallel to discover the shape of existing clusters. The
big challenge here is that the objective function related to a clustering algorithm is not
a good measure to indicate the quality of segments found by other clustering algorithms.
Therefore, to identify the proper shape for a cluster, we need an external assessment
criterion to judge the goodness of clusters found by diverse clustering algorithms.
One good option among the external assessment criteria is the stability of clusters when
the dataset is resampled several times. Cluster stability has been used for other applications
like multi-objective clustering and is found to be proper for this purpose [85, 86]. Stable
clusters maintain their boundaries under resampling of the dataset. Formation of the
same clusters regardless of minor changes in the dataset indicates their robustness and
reliability. Let us assume that we have used clustering algorithm Ai to partition a dataset
D in a way that it maximizes its corresponding objective function, fi. In order to calculate
the stability of obtained clusters, we resample D, M times and each time we get a new
perturbed dataset D′ and apply Ai to the perturbed dataset. Assuming that P ij (D
′) is the
partition obtained by applying Ai to the j
th perturbed dataset, we will have M partitions
at the end of the run. The stability of Ai is then defined as the number of datapoints that
never changed their clusters.
This definition requires identifying a single cluster in different partitions obtained
through different runs of Ai. To do so, we must find the clusters that have more than
50 percent of their datapoints in common. In some partitions where a cluster is broken
to smaller ones (and hence the number of clusters increases), we merge the smaller clus-
ters to maintain the number of clusters as long as the merged cluster meets the minimum
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Algorithm 4.1: Cluster Shape Identification
Data: Set of clustering algorithms A, Dataset D
Result: Selected clustering algorithm A∗
for all Ai ∈ A do
for j = 1 to M do
Re-sample D to obtain perturbed dataset D′;
Apply Ai to D
′ and obtain P ij (D
′);
end
for all data points dl ∈ D do
if dl never changed its cluster then




A∗ = Ai with the highest Stability;
threshold of 50% similarity to its corresponding cluster in other partitions. If merging no
combination of smaller clusters meets this criterion, the run is repeated, and the stability
measure is penalized by a user-specified degree.
To ensure that different cluster shapes can be found using this algorithm, several inde-
pendent clustering algorithms working based on different principals should be incorporated.
Some common cluster shapes are spherical, hyper-ellipsoidal, and chained clusters. A sug-
gested set of clusters to cover most common cluster shapes consists of:
1. Clustering around medoids (K-medoids) which minimizes the overall within-cluster
distance and is suitable for finding spherical clusters. K-means clustering algorithm
works based on the same concept and can be used as a substitute.
2. Expectation maximization (EM) algorithm which is a model-based clustering algo-
rithm and can detect hyper-ellipsoidal clusters that may be overlapping.
3. Single link (SL) clustering which works based on minimum spanning tree capable of
detecting chained clusters.
4. Spectral clustering which searches for clusters based on the spectral properties of the
similarity graph obtained by using the inter-pattern distances.
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4.2.2 Handling Mixed Data Types Using Gower Distance
Similarity-based clustering techniques use a specific distance function to measure the dis-
similarity of the observations. Nonetheless, finding the pertinent distance function can be
difficult. Common clustering algorithms are defined to deal with continuous variables. If
the dataset consists of both continuous and categorical elements, the data is known to have
a mixed type. A popular choice for clustering is Euclidean distance, but it is only valid
for continuous variables. Since the type of road-accident data is mixed, Euclidean distance
is not applicable to road-accident data clustering. In this study, a measure called Gower
distance is used as the distance metric. Employing this measure allows the clustering
algorithm to yield sensible results in the presence of mixed-type data.
Gower distance has a simple and comprehensive concept. For each variable type, we
use a particular distance metric that works well for that type. The output is then scaled
to fall between 0 and 1. At the end, the final distance matrix is created using a linear
combination of all values with user-specified weights [87]. Let n be the size of dimension,
and nI , nO, and nN be the number of interval, ordinal, and nominal variables respectively.
X is a mixture observation, characterized by nI continuous variables and n−nI categorical
variables.
X = (x1, . . . ,xnI ,xnI+1, . . . ,xnI+nO ,xnI+nO+1, . . . ,xn) (4.1)
Thus, the vector x can be rewritten as follows:
X = (z1, . . . , znI , q1, . . . , qnO , p1, . . . , pnN )
= (Z,Q,P)
(4.2)
where Z, Q, and P represent subsets of X containing nI interval, nO ordinal, and nN
nominal variables. Gower’s dissimilarity coefficient between the two mixture observations


























where Wz , Wq , and Wp are, respectively, the weights for interval variables, ordinal vari-
ables, and nominal variables. The metric used as the similarity measure for interval vari-
ables is a range-normalized Manhattan distance. Dzr(xi, xj) is the Manhattan distance
along an interval variable zr that can be computed as follows:
Dzr(xi, xj) =
|zir − zjr |
Max(zr)−Min(zr) (4.4)
For ordinal variables, they are first ranked, and then treated as interval variables (i.e.,
Manhattan distance is applied). Unlike interval and ordinal variables, nominal variables
are first converted into binary columns by recoding each variable into a set of dummy
binary variables. Then, k categories of nominal variables are separately converted into k
sets of binary columns. Not all the measures for binary variables suit these dummy binary
variables, considering that for a nominal variable, matching two individuals should have
the same importance as when they do not match. In the case of this study, Dice similarity
coefficient (DSC), also known as the Sorensen-Dice index or F1 score, is adopted. DSC is
used as a measure for comparing the similarity of two samples. Let:
• a be the number of times when the dummies 1 are aligned for both samples,
• b be the number of times when the dummies 1 for the first sample are aligned with
the dummies 0 for the second sample,
• c be the number of times when the dummies 0 for the first sample are aligned with
the dummies 1 for the second sample,
• And d be the number of times when the dummies 0 are aligned for both samples.





The significant advantage of the Gower distance is that it is intuitive and straightfor-
ward to calculate. However, we should be careful about the presence of non-normality
and outliers in the continuous variables since it is acutely sensitive to them. Hence, pre-
processing of the data is required as an important step to remove the non-normality and
outliers. The eventual outcome of measuring dissimilarity is a triangular matrix containing
pairwise distances between data points.
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4.2.3 Partitioning Around Medoids (PAM)
After calculating the distance matrix, a proper clustering algorithm should be selected.
There are a few algorithms with the ability to handle a custom distance matrix. Among
these algorithms, PAM was used in this study because it is relatively robust to noise and
outliers [88]. The clustering steps for this algorithm are described in Algorithm 4.2:
Algorithm 4.2: PAM clustering
1 Pick k entities (data point) randomly to determine the initial medoids with k being
the number of clusters.
2 Use the distance matrix to assign the entities to the cluster with the closest medoid
to them.
3 For each cluster, find the observation that would minimize the average distance if it
were chosen as the medoid for that cluster. Assign that observation as the medoid.
4 If none of the medoids has changed, end the algorithm. Otherwise, return to step 2.
As can be seen, the steps are similar to the K-means algorithm, but K-means has
cluster centers defined by Euclidean distance (called centroids) while cluster centers for
PAM are restricted to be observations themselves (called medoids). Compared to the K-
means algorithm, PAM is more robust to noise and outliers. It also benefits from having
an observation serving as the exemplar for each cluster. However, similar to K-means, it
still suffers from quadratic run-time and memory.
4.3 Association Rule Mining Using Binary Particle
Swarm Optimization (BPSO)
Association rule mining [89] is an approach that uncovers hidden relationships between
seemingly unrelated data in a rational database. It generates a set of rules that describes
the underlying patterns in the dataset. The association of different features is discovered by
determining how frequent they appear together in the dataset. The rules are in the form of
if/then statements, which are used to extract certain facts usually from large information
repositories. A rule A → B indicates that if A occurs then B will also occur. Extracting
the rules might be a time-consuming task, but when the rules are extracted, the resultant
model works fast enough to process the new generated data.
A preliminary review of the literature reveals that association rule mining has not
been extensively employed to investigate road-accident data. Recent publications show
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that association rule mining in cooperation with clustering methods can outperform old-
fashioned approaches in extracting certain contributors associated with road accidents (e.g.,
[90]). An association-rule-based approach is also applicable to very large databases without
ignoring less significant parameters in the database associated with vehicle crashes. This
point is valuable in this study as we want to consider as many parameters as possible
involved in car crashes. Those less significant parameters that are ignored in many crash-
prediction models might be significant in specific scenarios and the superiority of this study
is in unveiling these scenarios and situations that cannot be uncovered in most of other
crash prediction methods.
Figure 4.4: Association rule mining of collision databases
The association rule mining works mainly based on three interestingness measures of
Support, Confidence, and Lift. These measures are the tools to find the significance of the
rules. Although the common association rule mining methods are applied in advance and
the results are used in developing the consequent model, their processing time increases
exponentially with the size of the database. Evolutionary algorithms like Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) can be used to expedite identifying significant rules.
4.3.1 Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
PSO is a population-based stochastic optimization approach introduced by Kennedy and
Eberhart [91] that manipulates a number of candidate solutions at once. The main idea
is taken from the collective behavior of social animals like bird flocking and fish schooling
behaviors. A solution is referred to as a particle, and the whole population is called
a swarm. The algorithm optimizes an objective function by iteratively improving the
particles’ positions in the search space. Each particle holds the essential information for its
movement and decides about the next position by using its personal experience and that
of the neighboring particles. Depending on how the topological neighbors are selected, the
best neighboring particles’ experiences can be defined as global best (gbest) or local best
(lbest). Selecting a proper neighborhood affects the convergence and helps in avoiding
getting stuck at a local minima.
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Let us denote the number of particles by N and the dimension of the search space by
D. The PSO algorithm in its basic form is given in Algorithm 4.3.
Algorithm 4.3: PSO algorithm
1 Initialize the position of each particle (Xi) randomly, restricted by the lower (L) and
upper (U) bounds of the search space.
2 Apply the fitness function to all the particles to find the fitness value of them.
3 Use each Particle’s current position to initialize its personal best Pi ← Xi.
4 Use the fitness function to initialize the global best as, G← Pi, if f(G) > f(Pi) for
all values of i, where f is the objective function to be maximized.
5 Initialize each particle’s velocity vector with 0.
6 Repeat the following steps until termination condition is met:
for each particle i = 1 to N do
Pick random numbers r1, r2 from uniform distribution (0,1).
Update the velocity and position:
V k+1i = WV
k






if (f(Xi) >f(Pi)) then
Pi ← Xi
if (f(G) <f(Pi)) then
G← Pi
7 The best position is stored in G which is reported as the optimal solution with f(G)
as the fitness value.
where V ki is the velocity of i
th particle at kth iteration, W is the inertia factor, and c1
and c2 are positive constants.
4.3.2 Binary Particle Swarm Optimization (BPSO)
PSO was originally developed for continuous-valued spaces. However, many problems like
traveling salesman problem (TSP) and assignment problems are defined for discrete-valued
spaces. Binary version of PSO [92] is one of the variations of the PSO algorithm that makes
it capable of dealing with discrete optimization problems. In this version, each particle
represents a position in the binary space and their velocities are defined as probabilities
of being in one state or the other. Since velocities represent probabilities, their values
are restricted in the range of [0, 1] by using the sigmoid function. The particles’ position




1, if r < sig(V idt+1)
0, otherwise
(4.6)
where xidt+1 and V
id
t+1 are the position and velocity of particle id at iteration t+1, respectively,
and r is a randomly generated number in [0, 1].
4.3.3 Association Rule Mining Using BPSO
The BPSO-based association rule mining, by Sarath et al. [93], is a powerful tool for
effective analysis of different information databases. Like the basic association rule min-
ing algorithm, it finds the critical hidden information from the databases. What makes
the BPSO-based one significant is its ability in improving computational efficiency and
eliminating the need for finding the suitable threshold values for Support and Confidence.
Unlike the commonly used association rule mining techniques like the apriory algorithm,
the BPSO-based algorithm first searches for each particle’s optimum fitness value and then
the corresponding Support and Confidence values are reported to state the quality of rules.
As a preprocessing step for using BPSO-based association rule mining, the itemsets
should be transformed and stored in a binary format. This helps accelerating the database
scanning operation and calculation of Support and Confidence measures. Figure 4.5 ex-
plains the process of transformation and how they are stored for a straightforward appli-
cation of the BPSO algorithm. This figure shows five records named T1 to T5 before the
transformation process happen. These records are separately transformed into a binary
format by considering a total number of 5 products I1 to I5. For each itemset, existence of
any of these products in an itemset will make the corresponding cell to have a value of 1.
To represent an association rule as a particle position, each sequence is encoded as a
separate rule. The consequents of the rules in this work are the ones describing the road-
accident. Others can be placed in the antecedent part of the rule. Since the placement of
the features in the rules is known, we do not need to add another dimension to distinguish
the antecedents and consequents of the rules.
Support and Confidence can measure the strength of an association rule and can be
calculated using Equations (4.7) and (4.8) respectively. Support of a rule A→ B indicates
the percentages of all itemsets, here accident records, in which A and B occurred together.
Confidence of that rule indicates the percentage of itemsets in which when A occurs then
B also occurs. Equation (4.9) is used to calculate another measure of interestingness for a
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Figure 4.5: An example showing the transformation approach for BPSO [93]
rule called Lift. Lift is used to measure how dependant A and B are in the datasets. In
case of a value greater than 1 for this measure, we can expect A and B appear together
more frequently, whereas a value lower than 1 shows the opposite. A value of 1 for the Lift
implies that A and B are independent of each other, which means no rule involving both
can be drawn.
Support(A→ B) = P (A ∩B) (4.7)
Confidence(A→ B) = P (A | B) = P (A ∩B)
P (A)
(4.8)
Lift(A→ B) = P (A ∩B)
P (A)P (B)
(4.9)
In order to define a fitness function in this study, I have used a weighted linear combina-
tion of Support and Confidence. The weights are used to control the effect of the database
size: huge amount of road-accident data causes the values of Support to be scaled down
significantly. Hence, many infrequent but valuable rules are pruned out. Consequently, a
lower weight is assigned to Support to decrease the effect of the database size. The fitness
function used in this BPSO-based association rule mining algorithm is given by:
f = Ws × Support +Wc × Confidnece (4.10)
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Figure 4.6: Block diagram of the BPSO-based association rule mining
The next step is to generate a population of particle swarms according to the calculated
fitness value. The PSO search procedure usually continues until the maximum number of
iterations is reached. Then, it outputs the top association rules for a given data. However,
in this study, we continue the search until the algorithm starts to pick the rules which
are already selected in the previous runs. The algorithm for this procedure is given in
Algorithm 4.4:
Algorithm 4.4: BPSO algorithm
1 Initialize the cells of each particle randomly with either 0 or 1
2 Evaluate the particles using the fitness function
3 Update the personal and global best values
4 Update the particle positions
5 End the algorithm if the termination condition is met, otherwise return to step 2
A single run of this process will generate a single rule which is the best rule found in
that run. To generate more rules, we have two options. The first is to fix the number of
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rules to M upfront and run the algorithm M times. This approach will provide us with
the top M rules from the data. If the rule found in any of the runs is previously found,
that rule is discarded and new run is conducted to replace the discarded rule and maintain
the population size of the rules. The second approach is to fix the number of runs of the
algorithm and let it generate as many non-redundant rules as possible. In this approach,
we only limit the upper bound of population size of the rules. In this study, I opted for the
second approach to let the algorithm decide for the number of rules based on the amount
of information residing in each cluster.
4.4 Experimental Settings
4.4.1 Dataset Description
To implement the data-driven accident analysis, we need to have a real and valid dataset
to use. National collision database (NCDB) of Canada is the information repository that is
used in this research and is obtained from Transport Canada [94]. This database contains
all the police-reported motor vehicle collisions on public roads in Canada from 1999 to
2015. It consists of more than 3 million road accident records each representing occurrence
of a collision. There are 22 different features available in this database which are divided
into three categories. These categories are: (1) collision level data elements, (2) vehicle
level data elements, and (3) person level data elements. The components of each category
are represented in Table 4.1. Each component takes a certain number of unique values
which is shown in the third column of this table. To simplify the appearance of these
values in the association rules, I encoded each value with a number appended to the name
of the component and its category. All possible values and their meaning for each variable
in the database are available in appendix A and can be also accessed online in the NCDB
dictionary[94]. The codes for component values are in the order of their appearance in the
NCDB dictionary.
The category of collision level data elements is comprised of mostly environmental
contributing factors. The collision severity, collision configuration, and number of involved
vehicles are also among the data elements in this category which will be used to find
the consequent of certain collision contributing factors happening at the same time. The
vehicle and person level data elements contain a few elements from the vehicle and human
contributing factors. This study shows that despite the limited number of attributes with
respect to human and vehicle-related factors, quite revealing insights can be derived from
the data pertinent to accident prevention and prediction.
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Table 4.1: Description of the variables in use
Data element Definition unique values
Collision level data elements
C YEAR Year 17
C MNTH Month 12
C WDAY Day of week 7
C HOUR Collision hour 24
C SEV Collision severity 3
C VEHS Number of vehicles involved 26
C CONF Collision configuration 20
C RCFG Roadway configuration 12
C WTHR Weather condition 19
C RSUR Road surface 11
C RALN Road alignment 8
C TRAF Traffic control 19
Vehicle level data elements
V ID Vehicle sequence number 28
V TYPE Vehicle type 19
V YEAR Vehicle model year 55
Person level data elements
P ID Person sequence number 37
P SEX Person sex 4
P AGE Person age 100
P PSN Person position 16
P ISEV Medical treatment required 5
P SAFE Safety device used 8
P USER Road user class 6
4.4.2 Collision Database Pre-processing
The process of data pre-processing is essential in this research to transform the raw data
of accident records into an understandable format which can then be used to generate
meaningful information through the further processing performed by the proposed algo-
rithms. The collision database can be inconsistent or incomplete. It might also contain
errors or lack certain behaviors or trends. Consequently, this stage is an inevitable part of
the research and needs considerable attention.
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Data pre-processing in this work consists of a series of steps. Data cleaning is the first
step and is used to fill in the missing values, smoothing the noisy data, or resolving the
inconsistencies in the data. During this process, the incomplete, incorrect, inaccurate, or
irrelevant elements in the database are identified and resolved by replacing, modifying, or
deleting actions. Data integration is another step which is taken during pre-processing.
Since recorded observations for a road accident can be of different representations, data
integration is used to put the data with different representations together and resolve the
conflicts among them.
Data transformation and data reduction are other pre-processing steps used in this
research. Since similarity measures will be used in this work as a basis for data segmentation
through a clustering algorithm, normalization of data elements in the range of each feature
is important. Here, the necessity of this step is highlighted due to the mixed nature of the
data. I have also used sampling for the purpose of numerosity reduction. As mentioned in
Section 4.4.1, the original database contains more than 3 million samples. In order to avoid
big data analysis at this stage, I have used sampling to reduce the data and improve the
performance in terms of computational time without losing much accuracy in the model.
4.5 Results and Discussions
4.5.1 Collision Data Segmentation
In the prediction problem that we investigate, many variables contribute, but NCDB
database provides maybe a few of them. Other variables are either not given or can-
not be determined directly, which causes heterogeneity in the dataset by adding hidden
and unobserved variables. Road accident data segmentation is implemented in this study
to mitigate the influence of these hidden and unobserved variables.
To remove the heterogeneity in road-accident data, I opted for cluster analysis as a
descriptive data-mining technique. In this unsupervised learning technique, the true num-
ber of clusters, as well as their form, are unknown. Therefore, I first utilized a cluster
shape identification technique by investigating the outputs of multiple clustering algo-
rithms where cluster stability was chosen as the goodness function. For this purpose, 4
different clustering algorithms, each capable of finding different clustering shapes, were
explored: clustering around medoids, expectation maximization (EM) algorithm, single
link (SL) clustering, and spectral clustering. These four algorithms cover globular-shaped
clusters, hyper-ellipsoidal-shaped clusters, chained clusters, and clusters that are based on
the spectral properties of the similarity graph.
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Figure 4.7: Cluster shape identification using cluster stability
This experiment on a 20000-sample set of the NCDB data revealed that the shape of the
clusters for this particular data is globular. The stability of the four clustering algorithms
used in this experiment are reported in Figure 4.7. As a result, I narrowed the clustering
algorithm down to similarity-based clustering techniques that best conform to the clusters
with globular shapes. In this case, similarity as the basis of internal clustering validation
measures [95] can be used to discover closely-related patterns and PAM was adopted as the
clustering algorithm to discover the clusters based on the similarity measure. The primary
requirement of data segmentation using PAM clustering is to determine the number of
clusters. Each cluster represents one segment which should be investigated individually to
avoid the influence of hidden or unobserved variables.
In order to find the optimal number of clusters I utilized the silhouette score. This
score is used to measure the similarity of an object to its own cluster compared to the
other clusters. This score is in the range of -1 and 1 and is formulated in Equations (4.11)
and (4.12). Higher values of silhouette score for an object indicates a better match to
cluster it belongs. In these equations, s(i) shows how similar object i is to the cluster that
it has been assigned to considering its dissimilarity to the other clusters. For each datum
i, a(i) is the average dissimilarity of i with all other data within the same cluster, and b(i)
is the lowest average dissimilarity of i to any other cluster, of which i is not a member.
The overall score for indicating the goodness of clustering can be calculated by averaging










where k is the total number of data points.
I implemented and applied the PAM clustering algorithm and iterated it over the num-
ber of clusters from 2 to 15 to record the silhouette scores corresponding to each number of
clusters. I also implemented two other centroid-based clustering algorithms, K-means and
fuzzy C-means, to compare them with the PAM algorithm. The silhouette scores obtained
from these three algorithms are illustrated and compared in Figure 4.8. According to this
figure, regardless of the clustering algorithm, the maximum silhouette score is achieved
when the number of clusters equals to 3. The silhouette score of the models with more
than 3 clusters declines as the number of clusters grows. In addition, PAM delivers a better
model compared to K-means and fuzzy C-means at the point where the number of clus-
ters is 3. These findings confirm that PAM is a suitable candidate among centroid-based
clustering algorithms for road-accident data segmentation. It is also concluded that, for
the specific part of the NCDB database investigated in this study, the optimal number of
clusters is found to be 3.
Now that the number of clusters is set, the next step is to partition the data and
describe how they are characterized. By exploring the segments, it was discovered that the
road and weather conditions, driver’s age and gender, and the severity of the accidents are
the variables with the most contribution in the data segmentation for the current database.
The first cluster consists of collisions in which more than 90% of the involved vehicles
are light duty (Passenger car, Passenger van, Light utility vehicles and light duty pick-
up trucks) and the collisions have mostly happened while the traffic signal has been fully
operational, the weather has been clear and sunny, the road surface dry and normal, the
road straight and level, and the road configuration has been at an intersection of at least
two public roadways. Cluster 2 consists of collisions in which more than 60% of the people
involved were females. Regardless of the gender, people involved are mostly aged below 25
years. Moreover, more than 60% of the collisions did not cause injury and in cases where
injury occurred, the injured person has been mostly the motor vehicle passenger and not
the driver. Finally, cluster 3 consists of the collisions in which the driver has been injured.
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Figure 4.8: Silhouette score for different number of clusters
The drivers are mostly more than 25 years old and are men in 60% of the time. This cluster
seems to be the complementary of cluster 2 and it is expected that the contributing factors
have different influence on the drivers with the specified age and gender in this category.
4.5.2 BPSO Association Rule Mining
To generate association rules, BPSO-based association rule mining algorithm was applied
to the data in each segment. At this stage, the consequent part of the rules is selected
from the collision configuration and severity due to the nature of the database in use.
The severity of collisions are obtained from the severity component of the NCDB dataset
which can take low, injury, and fatality values. The crash likelihood is also defined to
take low and high values based on frequency of rule occurrence. In this study, I set the
crash likelihood threshold to 30 percent. Fitness value is the parameter based on which
the rules are selected and is calculated using Equation (4.10). The fitness value threshold
for selecting a rule was set to 60 percent based on empirical evidence.
The NCDB database is a collection of the collisions occurred in Canada, and therefore,
non-collision situations are not covered in the current database. Table 4.2 contains the
rules generated by the BPSO-based associate rule mining algorithm for cluster 1.
These rules show that November and December are the most probable months of the
year that drivers show reckless driving behavior. Fridays are also the most frequent day of
the week for seeing such behavior while Sundays and Mondays were observed to be the less
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Table 4.2: Rules generated by the BPSO-based associate rule mining for cluster 1
Cluster 1
Traffic signal fully operational, weather clear and sunny, road surface dry and normal,road straight and level





1 C MNTH {11-12} =>C SEV 2 Crashes in November and December
are both frequent and likely to have
injuries
High High Injuries
2 C MNTH {1-3} =>P ISEV 1
C MNTH {6-10} =>P ISEV 1
Crashes in January to March and in
June to October are frequent but not
likely to have injuries
High High Low
No rule for C MNTH {4-5} Crashes in April and May are neither
frequent nor likely to have injuries
Low Low Low
3 C WDAY 5 =>C SEV 2 Crashes on Fridays are both frequent
and likely to have injuries
High High Injuries
4 C WDAY {2-4} =>P ISEV 1 Crashes from Tuesday to Thursday
are frequent but not likely to have
injuries
High High Low
No rule for C WDAY {1,6,7} Crashes in weekends and on Mondays
are neither frequent nor likely to have
injuries
Low Low Low
5 C HOUR {15-17} =>C SEV 2 Crashes from 3:00pm to 5:59pm are
both frequent and likely to have
injuries
High High Injuries
6 C HOUR {12-14,18} =>C SEV 2 Crashes from 12:00pm to 2:59pm and
from 6:00pm to 6:59pm are frequent
but not likely to have injuries
High High Low
No rule for C HOUR {00-11,19-23} Crashes from 7:00pm to 11:59am are
neither frequent nor likely to have
injuries
Low Low Low
Figure 4.9: Summary of rules in cluster1
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frequent ones. Another interesting fact in this cluster is that inconsiderate driving behavior
mostly happens in the second rush hour of the day when people are going back home from
work between 3PM and 5PM. It is evident that people have less degree of consciousness
after work and can be easily distracted resulting into a non-fatal accident. Figure 4.9
summarizes the most probable time intervals in which drivers show careless behaviors.
Association rules in the second cluster, illustrated in Table 4.3, elucidate on the causes
of accidents in the less experienced group of drivers. These rules show that light duty
vehicle collisions at an intersection of at least two public roadways involved injuries when
one vehicle conducts a left turn across opposing traffic. It is also observed that intersections
with stop signs are a frequent crash site which results into right angle collisions and injuries.
The third rule shows that drivers aged less than 20 years old are likely to have rear end
collisions on the roads with no control. It is also found that vehicles manufactured before
2012 appear in non-fatal accidents more frequently than those manufactured later. The last
rule in this cluster indicates that younger and less experienced drivers have more trouble
in controlling the vehicle while the road surface is wet. These observations are perceptive
for developing CPMs and encourage us to employ them accordingly.
The last cluster calls attention to the situations where even experienced drivers might
have difficulty in preventing crash and controlling the vehicle. Populated in Table 4.4,
the first rule highlights the curved parts of the roads, no matter leveled or gradient, where
vehicles might run off the right shoulder of the road or roll over in the right ditch. According
to the second and third rules, different sections of highways are also found to be dangerous
when the weather condition is not suitable (rain, snow, freezing rain, and other conditions
limiting visibility) or between 8PM and 2AM when the visibility range is restricted due to
lack of light.
To evaluate the performance of BPSO-based association rule mining technique for road-
accident insight induction, I measured the consistency of the extracted rules across different
batches, each of which included 5000 observations. To that aim, the consistency check
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Table 4.3: Rules generated by the BPSO-based associate rule mining for cluster 2
Cluster 2
Aged below 25 years, mostly females





1 {C RCFG 2 + V-Type 1 +
C Conf 33} =>{C SEV 1 }
Light-duty vehicle Crashes due to a left
turn across apposing traffic at an
intersection of at least two public
roadways are frequent and likely to have
fatalities
High High Fatalities
2 {C RALN 2 + C TRAF 3}
=>{C CONF 35 + P ISEV 2}
Stop sign locations along gradient
roads are likely for right angle collisions
resulting into injuries
High High Injuries
3 {C RALN 4 + C TRAF 18 +{P AGE <20}}=>C CONF 21
If the road is curved and gradient and
no control (traffic light or sign) is
present, people aged below 20 are
prone to rear-end collision
High High Low
4 {V YEAR <2012} =>C SEV 2 People driving vehicles manufactured
before 2012 are more likely to have
injuries in accidents
High High injuries
5 C RSUR {2,5} =>C SEV 2 Crashes are likely to have injuries when
the road is wet or icy
High Low injuries
Table 4.4: Rules generated by the BPSO-based associate rule mining for cluster 3
Cluster 3
Aged above 25 years, mostly males, injury





1 C RALN {3,4} =>C CONF 4 If the road is curved (level or gradient),





+ C RCFG {8-12}}
=>{ P ISEV {2 , 3}}
If it is raining, snowing or freezing rain
is occurring or visibility is limited,
crashes resulting into injuries and
deaths are likely to happen in ramps;
traffic circles; and express, collector,






+ C RCFG {8-12}}
=>{P ISEV {2 , 3}}
After 8pm (when there is no sunlight),
crashes resulting into injuries and
deaths are likely to happen in ramps;
traffic circles; and express, collector,





Figure 4.10: Evaluating the performance of BPSO-based association rule mining algorithm
with NCDB database
Figure 4.11: Comparison of BPSO-based association rule mining algorithm with Apriory
and FP-growth algorithms
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algorithm was developed with the following steps:
Algorithm 4.5: Consistency check algorithm
1 One batch is created by randomly selecting 5000 samples from the dataset.
2 The BPSO-based association rule mining is applied to the current batch.
3 If it is the first iteration go to step 1 otherwise go to step 4.
4 Calculate the percentage of rules’ consistency in the current batch by counting the
similar rules among all visited batches and dividing it by the total number of rules
found in each iteration.
5 Terminate the program if the consistency remains constant for several consecutive
batches. Otherwise, go to step 1.
Figure 4.10 shows the process of finding the consistency of the proposed insight induc-
tion algorithm applied to the NCDB database. This figure shows that 83 percent of the
rules found by this algorithm are consistent across the whole database. One of the main
reasons for why BPSO was selected in the first place was to reduce the processing time
of rule induction in the database. Figure 4.11 compares the performance of road-accident
insight-induction algorithm based on BPSO with apriory and FP-growth in terms of pro-
cessing time and consistency. As illustrated in this figure, the BPSO-based algorithm has
increased the degree of the consistency of extracted rules compared to commonly used as-
sociation rule mining techniques. Moreover, the improvement of processing time achieved
by this algorithm is significant which makes it a smart choice for large datasets like the
road-accident dataset used in this study.
4.6 Conclusion
Understanding the relationship between the collision contributing variables starts with
exploring the patterns of their appearance in a collection of collision samples. This chapter
proposed medoid clustering and association rule mining for exploring and comprehensively
understanding crash-contributing patterns in a given collision dataset. The clustering is
adopted for the purpose of data segmentation which minimizes the effect of heterogeneity
in data. The PAM algorithm was chosen based on a cluster shape identification method
customized for the case study of road-accident data analysis. Cluster stability was the
basis for the cluster shape identification algorithm that chooses the clustering algorithm.
However, there is no certainty about the shape of the clusters based on the chosen clustering
algorithm. In fact, clustering is an ill-defined problem and clustering shape and quality
depends on how the clusters are used. The settings used here for the clustering shape
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identification and the PAM clustering facilitate a solid segmentation of the dataset to
tackle the issues arising from heterogeneity in accident data.
Handling the presence of categorical data is another challenge that emerges when deal-
ing with a great majority of datasets. This challenge was addressed by introducing Gower
distance as a criterion to measure dissimilarity of samples in the presence of categorical
data. Insight induction is the core of this research and required a solid approach to reflect
the relationship and contribution of variables in occurrence of traffic collisions. Association
rule mining is a reliable approach for this aim. This thesis contributed to rule induction by
enhancing its precision and computation time using binary particle swarm optimization.
The rules generated the proposed method are accompanied with an estimate of the rule
occurrence likelihood.
National collision database of Canada was investigated as a case study using the cluster
identification, data segmentation, and association rule mining methods. In the numerical
analysis, the chosen clustering method, PAM, divided the data into three segments based
on existence of complex driving situations and driver characteristics. Association rule
mining was then applied to these segments and insightful rules were successfully generated.
The performance of the BPSO-based association rule mining proposed in this study was







Knowledge discovery is becoming a central issue for industrial and government organiza-
tions. The ability of these organizations to conduct their business, effectively and effi-
ciently, is heavily dependent on insights they derive from knowledgebases relevant to their
businesses. This has led to the emergence of insights deduction systems as an important
computing discipline.
It is typical that Big Data Knowledgebases tend to be disparate with high dimensional-
ity. In the presence of high dimensional data, it may not be feasible to apply complicated
functions directly to the dataset. As such, computational efficiency and knowledge fusion
are major design concerns in insight induction systems.
There are quite similar issues in the case of road-accident data analysis. Deficiency
of road-accident databases in containing all crash contributing factors is a significant bar-
rier in discovering crash-associated patterns. Another issue is that researchers sometimes
eliminate some of the available factors to avoid dealing with complicated relationships
between variables. Although this approach simplifies the model implementation process,
discarded information can be, in some cases, significantly correlated to the occurrence of
accidents. Moreover, crash prediction models are often customized to incorporate distinct
sets of contributing factors.
This chapter introduces knowledgebase approximation and fusion using association
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rules aggregation as a means to facilitate accelerated insight induction from high dimen-
sional disparate knowledgebases. There are two typical observations that make approxi-
mating knowledgebases of interest: (1) it is quite often that the insights induction can be
derived based from a partial set of the samples, and not necessarily from all of them; and
(2) generally speaking, it is rare that the knowledge of interest is contained in one knowl-
edgebase, but rather distributed among a disparate set of unidentical knowledgebases. As
a matter of fact, the insights derivable from knowledgebases tend to be uncertain, even
if they were to be derived from a wholistic analysis of the knowledgebase. Thus, opti-
mal knowledgebase approximation may yield the computational efficiency benefit without
necessarily compromising insight accuracy.
I present a novel method to approximate a set of knowledgebases based on association
rule aggregation using the disjunctive pooling rule. I show that this method can reduce
insight discovery time while maintaining approximation accuracy within a desirable level.
I initially devised the proposed method to enrich discovered insights from road-accident
datasets. However, this method can be applied to other datasets to overcome various issues
related to uncertainty of data and lack of information.
5.2 Motivation
Analyzing data becomes a challenging and expensive task when data starts to grow in
volume, variety, and velocity. The accuracy and speed of many of the common predictive
techniques degrade on high dimensional data. Abundance of data and high dimensional-
ity may establish a more valuable resource, but entails incorporating more sophisticated
predictive analysis. Moreover, the absence of accurate and well-organized data or the in-
capability of processing large datasets may result in false and spurious insights. Several
projection pursuit and manifold methods like principal component analysis (PCA) and
multidimensional scaling (MDS) are used for dimensionality reduction for high dimen-
sional data. However, such methods typically rely on the assumptions such as the fact
that variables are highly correlated or take only numeric values.
Typically, the underlying knowledge in a dataset is more important than the dataset
itself in designing information systems. The knowledge extracted from a dataset is stored
in knowledgebases which contain information at a higher level of abstraction. A knowl-
edgebase stores general facts and rules which might be deduced from thousands of data
samples. Therefore, the memory requirements for a knowledgebase is much lower compared
to a conventional database.
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Creating knowledgebases from datasets of reasonable size is simple, but the complexity
of knowledgebase generation grows exponentially with the size of the feature space, espe-
cially when typical dimensionality reduction methods are not applicable. In the presence of
high dimensional data, it may not be feasible to apply complicated functions directly to the
dataset. As a result, many organizations refrain from using some fundamental features to
avoid increased computational complexity while those features can enrich induced insights
dramatically.
In the majority of cases, all the features that are needed to create a complete and
comprehensive knowledgebase cannot be found in a single dataset. While data integration
can be used to unify disparate datasets, it does not necessarily construct a reliable dataset
containing all the features in one place. Even if it does, the emerging dataset would need a
more intensive processing effort to output the desired knowledgebase. As a result, smaller
datasets are processed and more and more partial knowledge is produced everyday. Gen-
erally speaking, it is rare that the knowledge of interest is contained in one knowledgebase,
but rather distributed among a disparate set of unidentical knowledgebases. As such, com-
putational efficiency and knowledge fusion are major design concerns in insight induction
systems.
Limitations of memory and processing speed often require the knowledgebases to be ap-
proximated by aggregating the knowledge extracted from smaller datasets. In many cases
knowledge approximation results in more accurate insights especially when the knowledge
induction process relies on interestingness measures or in the presence of noisy and incom-
plete data. As a matter of fact, the insights derivable from knowledgebases tend to be
uncertain, even if they were to be derived from a wholistic analysis of the knowledgebase.
Thus, optimal knowledgebase approximation may yield the computational efficiency bene-
fit without necessarily compromising insight accuracy. On the other hand, due to explosion
of data, data mining methodologies and information retrieval mechanisms are being revolu-
tionized. Therefore, it is essential to find faster mining approaches and gain deeper insight
into recorded data to help make more effective decisions. Using approximation for reducing
computational complexity is widely used for probability models and has been around for
a long time. Examples of such approximation techniques can be found in [96] for discrete
probability distributions and in [97] for probability models. For knowledgebases, the idea
has been developed in the form of knowledge compilation or approximate knowledge fusion
[98, 99, 100, 101]. Knowledgebases can also be aggregated to contain fused information.
An example of such information fusion is introduced in [102] where ordered weighted av-
eraging (OWA) is incorporated to fuse the decision lists of web search engines based on
users’ preferences.
Next sections present a novel approach based on disjunctive rule of combination to
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approximate knowledgebases. The knowledge here is represented in the form of rules ex-
tracted using association rule mining (ARM) [103] techniques. To demonstrate the capac-
ities of knowledgebase approximation, I apply this method to a well-known classification
problem and show that it successfully generates rules that approximate correlations in the
input dataset. This behavior is beneficial for knowledge fusion from multiple datasets and
enhances computational efficiency when dealing with high dimensional data.
5.3 Combination of Evidence
Dempster-Shafer (DS) theory, often described as an extension of the probability theory or
a generalization of the Bayesian inference method, offers an alternative for mathematical
representation of epistemic uncertainty. As opposed to the traditional probability theory,
where evidence is associated with single events, DS theory deals with evidence associated
with sets of events and probability values assigned to sets of possibilities. DS theory works
at higher levels of abstraction by adding a third aspect, called unknown, to the crisp logic.
The basic idea is built upon obtaining degrees of belief from subjective probabilities and
combining them using their independent items of evidence [104].
The three main functions used in the DS theory are the basic probability assignment
function (BPA or m), the Belief function (Bel), and the Plausibility function (Pl). The
BPA function assigns masses to all subsets of the entities in a system by mapping contents
of the power set (PΩ) to the interval between 0 and 1. The mass of subset pi is commonly
denoted by m(pi) and represents the amount of knowledge associated with that subset. In
other words, m(pi) expresses the proportion of all available evidence that supports pi but
no particular subset of it. Each element pi ∈ PΩ is called a focal element of PΩ if m(pi) > 0,
and the set of all focal elements is named a body of evidence (BOE). The following three
equations represent the above description of m:
m : PΩ → [0, 1] (5.1)
m(∅) = 0 (5.2)
∑
pi∈PΩ
m(pi) = 1 (5.3)
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When multiple independent BOEs are available, which assumes existence of indepen-
dent generic sources of information, we can use Dempster’s rule of combination (DRC) to
compute the aggregated BPA on pi. Having two independent events pa and pb with their
BPAs expressed by m1(pa) and m2(pb), DRC can be applied as follows:
m1 ⊕m2(pi) =
{











is a normalization constant called conflict degree and represents the amount of conflicting
evidence between the two sources of information. DRC is purely a conjunctive operation
which is AND-based and operates on set intersection. In the situation where not every
source is reliable and at least one reliable source exists, a modified DRC, known as disjunc-
tive pooling rule (DPR) [105], is more appropriate. As opposed to DRC, DPR is OR-based
and operates on set union. DPR does not reject any of the information asserted by the
sources and does not generate any conflict. It can be applied to two independent events





The other two key functions in the DS theory, the Belief and Plausibility functions,
are two non-additive continuous measures perceived as the lower and upper bounds of the
interval containing the exact probability at which pi is supported [106]. Both functions
are calculated based on basic probability assignment as indicated in Equations (5.7) and
(5.8). The lower bound, Belief, is defined as the sum of all the masses of subsets of the set
of interest, whereas the upper bound, Plausibility, is the sum of all the masses of the sets
that intersect the set of interest.










The two measures of Belief and Plausibility can be derived from each other by the
following relations:
pl(pi) = [1−Bel(pi)] (5.9)
Bel(pi) = [1− Pl(pi)] (5.10)
where pi denotes the complement of pi.
DPR is more robust than DRC in the presence of conflicting evidence, and its use is
appropriate when the conflict is due to poor reliability of some of the sources. In other
words, DRC works based on the assumption that the belief functions to be combined are
induced by reliable sources of information, whereas the DPR only assumes that at least
one source of information is reliable, but we do not know which one. Both rules assume
the sources of information to be independent. DPR is defined based on the union of
the basic probability assignments (BPA) by extending the set-theory union and hence is
an appropriate operator for insight aggregation. Some other characteristics of DPR that
recommend it for this purpose are:
• Unlike conjunctive pooling, disjunctive pooling incorporates all the information as-
serted by the sources rather than selecting the part which is in consensus.
• The union does not generate any conflict
• No normalization procedure is required
• DPR is commutative and associative, but not idempotent
• The belief measure associated with aggregated BPAs is easily calculated via multi-
plication of individual BPA belief measures, i.e., Bel(pi) = Bel1(pi)Bel2(pi)
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5.4 Knowledgebase Approximation Framework
The focus of my approach for knowledgebase approximation is on integration of knowledge,
which is drawn in the form of if/then rules using the ARM method, from smaller datasets
with fewer features. These smaller datasets may be obtained from different data providers
with their own objectives. In this case, approximating the knowledgebase corresponding
to the integrated dataset would save the hassle of dataset integration and processing the
bigger emerging dataset. Nonetheless, any large dataset can be broken into smaller ones
by selecting only certain features to appear in each of them. As a result, we just need to
deal with multiple lower-dimensional datasets requiring lower computation efforts.
Let us assume that N independent datasets are available for investigation indicated by
DBi and i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N}. These datasets are the main sources of information from which
we aspire to obtain an approximated knowledgebase comprising all the attributes appeared
in any of the datasets. Any pair of the datasets may share common features. Hence, the
dimension of the corresponding integrated dataset is not necessarily equal to the sum of
the number of features. At the end of this section I will show that common features help
the DPR method to find the best approximation.
In order to induce knowledge from the smaller datasets, ARM is applied to each dataset
which generates N independent rulesets. ARM explores and connects the attributes that
contribute in the occurrence of a particular event or a set of events. Depending on the size
and nature of the datasets, different ARM methods can be used. Given a minimum support
threshold and a minimum confidence threshold, ARM finds all the strong association rules,
that is, those whose confidence and support values are equal or greater than the thresholds.
A rule that does not meet the thresholds is called a weak association rule.
Having mined all the association rules from the available datasets, there will be N
independent rulesets available which are denoted by RSi and i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N}. We assume
each rule in the rulesets can be transformed into a piece of evidence in the form defined
in the DS theory. Since ARM restricts the rules to those satisfying minimum support and
confidence thresholds, masses corresponding to the emerging rules can be assumed to have
non-zero BPAs and hence regarded as focal elements. Consequently, by defining a proper
mapping, the rulesets can be transformed into independent bodies of evidence (BOEs) to
which combination rules can be applied. The mass value assigned to a focal element is
proportional to its generating rule’s strength which is based on weighted linear combination
of that rule’s support and confidence.
My method incorporates DPR to combine the independent BOEs obtained from the
lower dimensional datasets. DPR is a union-based operator and unlike DRC, which selects a
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condensed part of evidence, DPR selects an extended piece of evidence based on the number
and weights of the BOEs that can shape that extended piece of evidence in aggregate. In
this study, pieces of evidence represent association rules and extending them will generate a
rule with a larger number of antecedents. To merge the antecedents of multiple rules, their
consequents should be the same. Therefore, the rules are filtered into groups in advance
based on their consequents and the process of rule to BOE transformation and applying
DPR is performed for each group separately.
As illustrated in Equation (5.5), DPR uses the values of BPAs in different domains
to find a fused set of masses assigned to the higher dimensional domain. In a simplified
version of the problem when the BPA values are disregarded, the strength of association
rules are dismissed and all rules will have the same impact on generation of the elements
in the fused set. Figure 5.1 elaborates on how DPR differentiates between strong and weak
extended rules when BPA values are not considered. In this figure, DBq − Rk represents
rule number k induced from DBq and DB1 − Ri1 is the first rule found in DB1 that can
generate a specified extended rule in aggregate with another rule DB2−Ri2 found in DB2.
In this figure, strong rule is an extended rule which is reproduced a good many times by
the union of different pairs of rules, one from DB1 and one from DB2. In contrast, weak
rule is reproduced relatively infrequent, which means not many rules from DB1 and DB2
could be augmented in their antecedents to form that extended association rule.
Figure 5.1: Strong vs. weak rules in DPR
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Figure 5.2: Application of DPR for knowledgebase approximation
In the real life scenario, the BPA values are not disregarded and each association rule
in the rulesets is assigned a mass corresponding to the rule’s strength. What changes in
this case is that the strength of extended association rules is not measured only based on
the count of reproduction times. Instead, the multiplications of the masses for any pairs of
rules whose antecedents’ union can reproduce the specified extended rule are accumulated.
This procedure can also be applied to more than two datasets where the union should
be conducted on a combination of rules from disparate datasets. Figure 5.2 outlines the
proposed method in which N independent datasets are assumed available for investigation.
Mining transaction datasets for association rules typically generates a large number of
rules. When ARM is used for subsequent prediction, most of the rules become unnecessary
and can be eliminated using certain algorithms. In this method, however, I utilize every
generated rule that satisfies the minimum support and confidence thresholds. Using the
informative rulesets along with their dependant rules helps the DPR method to better sort
the extended association rules based on their strength. When the fused rules and their
corresponding BPAs are created then we can keep the informative ruleset and eliminate
the dependant rules.
Rules’ masses in this method are obtained by multiplication of their support and confi-
dence, and normalizing them over the whole ruleset. Let us assume q rules are mined from
a ruleset. If the rule ri has the confidence conf(ri) and support sup(ri), then its mass is






When all the rules in N rulesets transformed into BOEs, DPR can be applied to
integrate them into a single set of probability mass assignment indicated by fused evidence
in Figure 5.2. This set is a combination of masses attributed to both strong and weak
rules, but we can easily prune the masses and keep the stronger ones. To do so, we should
consider the BPA in the fused set as a measure that is proportional to the multiplication
of confidence and support of a rule that generated it. We refer to this measure as rule
strength. Those BPAs in the fused set that can generate rules with a strength more than
a minimum threshold will be selected as dominant BPAs and will be used to generate the
integrated insights. The minimum strength threshold (MST) for this purpose is calculated
using the minimum confidence and support of the rules in the original rulesets as indicated
in Equation (5.12).
MST = Min(conf)×Min(sup) (5.12)
5.5 Application to Pattern Recognition
5.5.1 Evaluation Using Lymphography Case Study
Associative classification is an integration of association rule mining and classification
which has been investigated widely in pattern recognition. Previous studies show that
associative classification can achieve a high classification accuracy and is highly flexible at
handling unstructured data. Among the algorithms proposed for classification based on
multiple-class association rules CMAR and CPAR are shown to have competitive perfor-
mance based on the experimental results in [107], [108]. In this section, I apply CMAR
to the association ruleset in an approximated knowledgebase that is obtained by the as-
sociation rule aggregation method and show that the accuracy of classification can be
maintained when certain number of attributes are common between two datasets. In other
words, a knowledgebase can be approximated by applying this method to its corresponding
lower dimensional datasets when there is enough information shared among them.
I have used the lymphography dataset [109], obtained from UCI (university of California
Irvine) machine learning database, to evaluate the DPR-based knowledge approximation
framework. This dataset was recorded at the University Medical Centre, Institute of Oncol-
ogy, Ljubljana, Yugoslavia. It contains 148 instances and 19 numerical valued attributes
related to different aspects of lymphographic clinical data including the class attribute.
Table 5.1 describes these attributes and the values used for them in the dataset. The class
variable holds any of the four cases of normal, metastases, malign lymph, and fibrosis.
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As described in the previous section, this study adopts ARM for extracting knowledge
in the form of association rules. One of the criteria in ARM to select interesting rules is
support which targets those rules that their components appear in the dataset adequately.
Among the existing classes in the lymphography dataset two classes of normal and fi-
brosis contain very few samples and cannot satisfy the support measure. Therefore, our
investigation is limited to the classes of metastases and malignant.
Table 5.1: Lyphography dataset features
Feature Feature description and values
Lymphatic A test for the overall lymphatic system: value 1 for
normal; Value 2 for arched, value 3 for deformed;
and value 4 for displaced
Block of afferent value 1 for no; value 2 for yes;
Block of lymph c value 1 for no; value 2 for yes;
Block of lymph s value 1 for no; value 2 for yes;
By pass value 1 for no; value 2 for yes;
Extravasates expel from a vessel and is represented by 1 and 2;
Regeneration value 1 for no; value 2 for yes;
Early uptake value 1 for no; value 2 for yes;
Lymph nodes dimension ranges from 0 to 3;
Lymph nodes enlarge ranges from 1 to 4;
Changes in lymph value 1 for bean, value 2 for oval and value 3 for
round;
Defect in node value 1 for no, value 2 for lacunars, value 3 for
lacunars marginal and value 4 for lacunars central
Changes in node value 1 for no, value 2 for lacunars, value 3 for
lacunars marginal and value 4 for lacunars central;
Changes in structure the structure of the lymphatic system; values 1 to
8, respectively, for: no, grainy, drop-like, coarse,
diluted, reticular, stripped, and faint
Special forms value 1 for no, value 2 for chalices and value 3 for
vesicles;
Dislocation of node value 1 for no and value 2 for yes;
Exclusion of node value 1 for no and value 2 for yes;
Number of nodes Values 1 to 7 for the number of nodes in the range
of 0-9, 10-19, 20-29, 30-39, 40-49, 50-59, and 60-69;
and value 8 for equal or greater than 70
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Figure 5.3: Lymphography dataset experiment
In order to approximate the knowledgebase for this dataset, I divided it into two smaller
datasets in the feature space. This division was done 9 times and each time the percentage
of common features was increased. Figure 5.3 shows this procedure where the percentage
of common features is increased by 11.1 (2 features out of 18) in the range of 11% to 100%.
The original dataset contains 18 features indicated by F2 to F19. As an example, when
the percentage of features in common is 55.6%, the smaller datasets hold 14 features each,
where F2 to F15 are in one and F6 to F19 are in the other. F6 to F15 are the features in
common between the datasets in this example.
Once the original dataset is divided, ARM is applied to each smaller dataset to extract
rulesets as illustrated in Figure 5.4. Before proceeding with integration, the rules were
filtrated to separate the rules with consequences of metastases and malignant. The smaller
rulesets with matched consequents are then independently aggregated base on the proposed
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Figure 5.4: Evaluation framework
DPR-based integration framework to create two sets of extended rules with metastases and
malignant as the consequents. These two sets can then be blended as a single set indicated
by fused rules to represent the information in the approximated knowledgebase.
As shown in Figure 5.4, the ruleset from the original dataset was also induced as the
ground truth for evaluating the proposed approximation method in this case study. As
mentioned at the beginning of this section, the accuracy of associative classification is used
to compare the knowledgebase and its approximation. CMAR classification method is
applied to the fused ruleset and the ruleset induced directly from the original ruleset to
compare the classification accuracy. For the classification purpose, 10-fold cross validation
was used with a 70% percent of the original dataset’s samples for training.
The DPR-based knowledgebase approximation can also be adopted to more than 2
datasets. In this case, there are two approaches available that have the same outcome.
One is to apply the fusion operation to all datasets at the same time, an the other is to
integrate rulesets two by two in a way that the resultant approximated ruleset of each two
is fused with the next ruleset.
5.5.2 Results and discussion
In this study, the Apriori algorithm is used, which is the best-known ARM method and
a simple approach for extracting association rules in a cohort dataset. However, other
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11.1% 28.3% 34% 6
22.2% 41.8% 50.3% 12
33.3% 52% 62.5% 17
44.4% 61.2% 73.6% 26
55.6% 63.9% 76.9% 33
66.7% 69% 83% 48
77.8% 74.2% 89.2% 89
88.8% 79.3 % 95.4% 177
100% 83.1% 100% 1073
algorithms could be incorporated to generate insights for the proposed insight aggregation
method. One important specification of the Apriory algorithm is that it uses a bottom up
approach, i.e., one item is added to the frequent itemsets at a time and tested against the
data. The breadth-first search nature of this algorithm makes it suitable for finding desired
rules without considerable computation complexity from the small dataset in use here.
Furthermore, it is easier to store the dependant rules of those in the smallest informative
ruleset.
Based on empirical experiments, I set the value of support to 25%. This value provided
enough frequent itemsets from which adequate useful rules were extracted. Moreover, the
number of instances in the lymph dataset is 148 and a support of 25% guarantees that
selected itemsets show up together in at least 37 instances. Although we can find so many
rules with a confidence value of 100% if we decrease the support threshold, those rules
are not necessarily useful since there are not enough occurrences of their itemsets. To
better understand this fact, suppose there are only 2 instances of items A, B, C happening
together. It is not infrequent that a rule with confidence of 100% is derived from it. If the
number of instances is high (like 10K or more) then it makes sense to lower the support
because even 1% in such case still has many instances.
As the goal of lymph classification was to relate predictor variables to the occurrence
of two classes of metastasis and malignant, all predictor variables are limited to appear
only in the antecedent (IF part), and lymph classes (outcome variable) to appear only in
the consequent (THEN part). To generate all the strong association rules, the analysis is
conducted by selecting any rule satisfying initial support threshold of 25% and confidence
threshold of 40% for the generation of frequent item sets and rule induction. For each of
the two smaller datasets, two types of rules were extracted for metastasis and malignant,
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separately. I used orange3 in python 3.4 to apply the association rule algorithm.
After approximating the original dataset’s knowledgebase by integrating the associa-
tion rules from the smaller datasets, CMAR associative classification was applied to the
aggregated rules. I applied CMAR to the variation of in common features. The accuracies
are reported in the Table 5.2. The accuracy of CMAR in classifying the original dataset is
83.1% which is used to find the approximation accuracy in the third column of this table.
An approximation accuracy of 100% indicates that the maximum possible classification
accuracy is obtained, i.e., 83.1%.
One important achievement in the proposed method is decreasing the processing time.
As discussed in previous sections, the processing time for finding association rules, or
in general inducing insights, increases exponentially by the size of feature space. This
approximation method decreases the processing time significantly while the approximated
knowledgebase is highly accurate when there are enough features in common. The average
processing time for the nine experiments reported in Table 5.2 using this method is 0.16s
while running time of extracting association rules from the original dataset is about 1.1s.
It is worthwhile to mention that the lymph dataset is a relatively small dataset containing
only 143 samples, 18 features and 4 classes. The run time in this method is ten times less.
It is trivial that using it for bigger datasets can save much more time.
Tables 5.3 and 5.4 report the number of correct and incorrect recovered rules in each
experiment for the consequents of metastasis and malignant separately. The basis to
distinguish correct and incorrect rules is the smallest informative ruleset induced from the
original dataset. This basis is selected because the initial goal was to approximate the
knowledgebase from the original dataset and choosing this basis conforms to that goal.
In these tables, key features are those with higher relevancy to the consequents and can
better distinguish the outcome. In the lymph dataset, 7 features exist that can be used as
key features to differentiate between a metastasis and a malignant lymph.
To sum up, I introduced a knowledgebase approximation methodology to address two
challenges in data analysis: (1) association rule mining efficiency at handling huge datasets,
and (2) integration of induced rules from disparate datasets without the need for integra-
tion in data level. I proposed using disjunctive pooling rule along with basic probability
assignment in Dempster-Shafer theory to combine the rulesets and assign a new measure
of interestingness, i.e., rule strength, to the fused rules. The fused rulset is an approximate
knowledgebase for the whole data available in disparate datasets. My experiments on the
lymphography dataset in UCI machine learning database repository show that DPR-base
approximation can achieve high accuracy when the number of features in common between





















11.1% 2 11 36% 82 273%
22.2% 4 15 50% 65 217%
33.3% 5 16 54% 36 120%
44.4% 7 20 67% 22 74%
55.6% 8 23 77% 13 44%
66.7% 9 25 84% 8 27%
77.8% 11 26 87% 6 20%
88.8% 13 29 96% 2 6%




















11.1% 1 4 21% 16 84%
22.2% 3 6 32% 14 74%
33.3% 4 8 42% 11 58%
44.4% 4 8 42% 11 58%
55.6% 5 11 58% 7 37%
66.7% 7 15 79% 3 16%
77.8% 9 19 100% 1 5%
88.8% 11 19 100% 0 0%
100% 11 19 100% 0 0%
5.6 Application to Road-accident Datasets
In this section, I apply the proposed knowledgebase approximation method to road-accident
datasets. In Chapter 4, I worked on the National collision database of Canada (NCDB)
and mined top frequent patterns that result into accidents with certain configuration or
severity levels. The NCDB dataset is organized and contains interesting features. Yet, it
is lacking many important attributes specially in the vehicle and casualty categories which
makes the derived insights unbalanced in those aspects. The proposed Knowledgebase
approximation can resolve this issue by aggregating insights from NCDB and other road-
accident datasets. The approximation experiment on the lymph dataset showed that we
require at least 60 % feature similarity to obtain reasonable accuracy in approximation.
Therefore, we need to act selective in choosing other datasets for this purpose.
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After analyzing several open sourced road-accident datasets, I decided to use the road
accidents and safety data of the Great Britain [110]. This Dataset, Which I call the
GB dataset from now on, contains crash, vehicle, and casualty-related features that are
reported in three different files named accidents, vehicles, and casualties respectively. The
data in these files are linked through accident index and vehicle reference numbers. The
main reason which makes this dataset appealing is the number of attributes that it has
in common with NCDB dataset. Excluding the index and reference numbers and those
features that are not counted as collision related factors, this dataset has 25 attributes, 16
of which are in common with the NCDB dataset. This means that 64% of its attributes
are in common with NCDB. Since NCDB has 22 features in total, 72.7% of its features are
in common with the second dataset. Consequently, we can be optimistic that the outcome
of knowledgebase approximation provides us with insightful association rules.
The approximated knowledgebase will contain 31 unique features as opposed to the 22 in
the NCDB dataset. The 9 new features added to the set are speed limit, vehicle manoeuvre,
skidding and overturning, point of impact, vehicle leaving carriageway, junction control,
number of casualties, light conditions, and pedestrian movement. knowing how any of
these features, in conjunction with the currently available ones, can impact the risk of
crash occurrences can be of great significance which is not attainable by processing these
datasets apart.
The data in the three files in the GB dataset, Accidents, Vehicles, and Casualties, is
separated based on timestamp. Since the knowledgebase approximation approach works
based on association rules, it is useful to concatenate the data into a single dataset. having
all the data in a single dataframe, we can run the same piece of code that we used for
NSDB dataset to get the association rules out of the GB datset. Therefore most of the
necessary data preprocessing, cleaning, and transformation functions needed to be applied
on this dataset is previously established. However, a few preprocessing and transformation
steps need to be done in advance. For example, we still need to transform many features
to textual strings that is used in the initial dataset to represent the common features with
the same names. When the GB dataset features were transformed into the same format
as the ones used in NCDB, we proceed to feed it to the insight induction system that was
introduced in Chapter 4 which prepares, clusters, and generates insights in the form of
association rules.
A quick analysis of the insights derived from the GB dataset illustrate interesting road-
accident patterns some of which are common with those derived from NCDB. for example,
the rules with antecedents of day and hour show that morning and evening rush-hours
are accounting for greater number of accidents which was also shown by the rules from
NCDB. The evening rush-hour, however, accounts for a greater portion of the accidents
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which can be due to the fact that drivers suffer from fatigue, anger, or other emotions that
they carry after getting out of the workplace. The new insights also show that the severity
of accidents In the Great Britain has been decreasing over the past years.
Without further analysis of the insights from the GB dataset, I integrated the insights
from NCDB and GB datasets by using the knowledgebase approximation framework in-
troduced in this chapter. As expected, there were quite a few association rules that were
expanded after applying the integration function. The integrated rules are those rules that
enough evidence in both individual datsets can support them. These new rules help us
better understand the correlation of existing features and their collaboration in increasing
the risk of accidents including fatal, serious, and slight ones. The top eight rules in the
approximated ruleset are illustrated in Table 5.5.
The first rule in this ruleset is the same as one of those extracted from the NCDB
dataset. The rule attests to the high crash risk of Light-duty vehicles when attempting a
left turn across apposing traffic at an intersection of at least two public roadways. This
rule views the left turn accidents as a general case which might be attributed to insufficient
awareness of drivers on left turn when the lights turns yellow. Yellow lights, also called
amber lights, can be confusing to drivers. According to section 44 of the highway traffic
act, one must stop when approaching a yellow light if you can do so safely; otherwise,
go with caution. Left-turning drivers, however, should only clear the intersection when
no opposing traffic is passing through, which applies to the yellow light as well.When a
collision happens during a left turn, the one who has made the left turn is at fault, even
on yellow.
Left turn collisions can be even more out of control when the weather condition is severe.
The second rule in Table 5.5 shows that left turning vehicles colliding with skidding vehicle
in the opposing traffic are likely to have injuries and fatalities. Since this type of accident
is not frequent, the risk is not too high, but the high severity of this type of accident places
it among risky situations in roadways. When the car begins to skid, pushing the brakes
or steering does not produce the normal result. Therefore, when the roads are wet, icy,
or have snow, keeping greater distance with the car to the front and breaking early when
approaching intersections is recommended.
The third rule is also concerned with left turn, but when pedestrians are involved. The
rule says that when there are pedestrians involved in a left turn, vehicle is vulnerable to
have right angle collisions or go off the road and hit stationary objects. In many instances,
hitting a pedestrian or going off the road collisions happen at intersections with signaled
and marked crosswalk. The reason can be attributed to the fact that both parties have
the signal. Hence, the pedestrian steps into the crosswalk and the car has initiated the
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Table 5.5: Rules generated by the knowledgebase approximation technique on NCDB and
GB datasets
Knowledgebase approximation for NCDB and GB insight integration
top 8 rules





1 {C RCFG 2 + V-Type 1 +
C Conf 33} =>{C SEV 1 }
Light-duty vehicle Crashes due to a
left turn across apposing traffic at an
intersection of at least two public
roadways are frequent and likely to
have fatalities
High High Fatalities
2 {C RALN 2 + V-Type 1 + C Conf 33
+ snow + skidded} =>{P ISEV {2,3} }
light-duty vehicles skidding in snowy
weathers and colliding to left turning
vehicles at an intersection of at least
two public roadways is frequent and





{C RALN 2 + C TRAF 3 + pedestrian}
=>{{C CONF 35 , C CONF 02}
+ P ISEV 2 }
When there are pedestrians involved
in a left turn, vehicle is vulnerable
to have right angle collisions or go off
the road and hit stationary objects
High Low Injuries
4
{C RALN 4 + C TRAF 18
+ {P AGE <20} + {speedlimit >80kmh}}
=>C CONF 21
If the road is curved and gradient
and no control (traffic light or sign)
is present, people aged below 20 are
prone to rear-end collision when
speed limit is above 80kmh
High High Slight
5
{{V YEAR <2012} + single carriageway
+ {speedlimit >80kmh} + overtaking}
=>{C SEV {2,3}}
Overtaking in a single carriageway
has injuries and fatalities when the
vehicle is manufactured before 2012





6 {{slip road , lane change}+{P AGE <20}}
=>{P ISEV {2 , 3}}
Inexperienced drivers are likely to
have severe accidents when
attempting lane changing or




7 {C WTHR {3-6} + C RCFG {8-12}}
=>{ P ISEV {2 , 3}}
If it is raining, snowing or freezing
rain is occurring or visibility is
limited, crashes resulting into injuries
and deaths are likely to happen in
ramps; traffic circles; and express,






{{C HOUR {20-2} + C RCFG {2,3,8,9}}
=>{P ISEV {2 , 3}
+{pedestrian , motorcycle , pedal cycle}}
Pedestrian, motorcycle, and bicycle
crashes resulting into injuries and





left turning where resuming it results to hitting the pedestrian and stopping results to
obstructing the opposing traffic. This problem arises mainly due to the reduced visibility
of drivers when making a left turn. Drivers should be extra cautious during such situations
where they may come to close contact with pedestrians.
Previously in Chapter 4, we extracted the rule from the NCDB dataset saying ”If the
road is curved and gradient and no control (traffic light or sign) is present, people aged
below 20 are prone to rear-end collision”. Now the integration of insights has added a
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new element to this rule: speed limit. There is no speed limit reported in the NCDB
dataset while it is reported in the GB dataset. Integration of insights has been able to
further illuminate on this rule by stating that people aged below 20 are prone to have
rear-end accidents in curved gradient uncontrolled roads when the speed limit is above
80 kilometers per hour. Yet, the severity of these types of accidents are often slight and
injuries and fatalities are rarely reported. The speed limit in GB dataset is reported in
miles per hour, hence, I transformed it to kilometers per hour to better reflect on the
Canadian traffic accidents.
The fifth rule in the top eight integrated rules sheds light on severity of collisions for
the vehicles manufactured before 2012 when overtaking in a single carriageway with the
speed limit above 80 kilometers per hour. We previously figured out that vehicles older
than 2012 have curtailed safety levels, but no other components of the high risk patterns
for these vehicles were discovered. This new rule adds overtaking in single carriageways to
the list of actions that drivers, specially those driving older vehicles, should be cautious
about. Head-on collisions are one of the most dangerous ones that are likely to happen
while performing this behaviour and speed limit of above 80 kilometers per hour can surely
increase the intensity of the crash.
Exploratory data analysis of any of the two datasets show that inexperienced drivers,
particularly drivers aged less than 20, have the highest rate of accidents among all the
age bands. The sixth integrated rule shows that two manoeuvring behaviours are of high
risk for inexperienced drivers: lane changing and merging in slip roads. Both situations
needs good understanding of yielding and speed control. They both have a huge effect on
surrounding traffic if done incorrectly and can result to fatal accidents in many occasions.
safe performing of these maneuvers requires proper speed matching, gap spotting, lane
changing indication, and performing the lane change when it is safe to do so.
Rule 7 in Table 5.5 is exactly the same as one of those extracted in previous chapter
and emphasizes on the fact that bad weather conditions are directly associated with higher
accident rates. The role of certain car’s equipment is more felt while driving in harsh
weather. Headlights, tail lights, and windshield wipers must be checked to be functional
when they are needed. The tread of vehicle’s tires should be also checked as balding tires
can severely reduce traction on wet and icy roadways. Although the crash likelihood of
these type of traffic accidents are low, they are often reported to have injuries and fatalities.
Certain locations were high severity accidents of these types happen include ramps; traffic
circles; and express, collector, and transfer lanes of a freeway system.
The eighth rule is concerned with the role of dark hours on vulnerable groups in traffic
including pedestrians, motorcycles, and bicycles. The rules states that Pedestrian or (mo-
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tor)bike crashes resulting into injuries and deaths are likely to happen during dark hours
in ramps; traffic circles; and express, collector, and transfer lanes of a freeway system. It is
clear that lack of visibility is the reason for most of these accidents. Since these vulnerable
groups are more susceptible to take injuries or die in crashes, the risk and severity of this
type of accident is high. hitting a pedestrian, bicycle, or motorcycle at a speed of over 50
kilometers per hour results in serious injuries and fatalities, and yet, a driver can seriously
disable them in a crash where the driver is travelling only 15 kilometers per hour.
These integrated rules were selected and ranked based on their fitness value which are
obtained using Equation (5.11). The whole list of rules are created based on the minimum
strength threshold in Equation (5.12), but only the top eight are represented in Table 5.5.
In this table, crash likelihood has been indicted by a binary value and reported as high or
low. Crash likelihood here is calculated based on the ratio of number of particular crashes
and the total crash quantities in a dataset. A high value for crash likelihood is indicative
of frequent appearance of certain type of accidents compared to all crash-contributing
patterns identified in the dataset. In this study, patterns with more than 5 % ratio of
appearance are considered having a high crash likelihood. Crash frequency is often used
by engineers as a base for calculating the probability of crash occurrence. However, in this
study, a different fitness value is defined which is a better indicator of crash probability.
The reason is that here all the patterns are compared with one particular outcome, or
consequence, for calculating the chance of appearance of that particular outcome. This
way, we understand the exact configuration of collisions that might occur when a certain
pattern, or combination of features, is identified. Therefore, fitness value of a rule is what
makes that rule important, which is based on measures of interestingness.
Outstanding statistics can be derived from the knowledgebase that is approximated
from NCDB and GB datasets. Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show some of these interesting statistics
that are calculated by considering the first 10000 rules in the approximated knowledgebase.
There are 16 influence factors that appeared more frequent in the association rules with a
consequent equal to certain type of crash and severity. Each of these 16 common influence
factors appeared in more than 5% of the first 10k rules. Figure 5.5 shows that speeding
has contributed in more than 28% of the first 10k rules and is the most contributing factor
among the ones with more than 5% total contribution. However, speeding is not the factor
with the most percentage of high-likelihood among the rules it has contributed to. The
same figure shows that only 62% of the rules that speeding has contributed to have a high
likelihood to happen. Impairment, on the other hand, is the 8th most contributing factor in
terms of the number of rules it has appeared in, but 95% of the rules containing impairment
have a high likelihood to happen based on the specified measure of interestingness.
Figure 5.6 compares the severity of the accidents for each of the common influence
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Figure 5.5: Statistics for common influence factors in the approximated knowledgebase
Figure 5.6: Severity level for common influence factors in the approximated knowledgebase
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factors. The severity can belong to one of the three classes of fatalities, injuries, and
slight. According to this figure, the accidents that contain pedestrians, impairment, and
temporary infrastructure problems are among the deadliest types of accidents. The risk
of an accident is not just dependant to a single influence factor. It is the combination of
all contributing factors that determines the risk. This figure shows the influence of each
factor separately on the severity of accidents by using statistics of the first 10k rules in the
approximated knowledgebase. Next chapter explains how the risk level and likelihood of a
certain accident can be estimated by considering the combination of contributing factors
and by using a Bayesian network trained with fused association rules.
5.7 Conclusion
This chapter introduced knowledgebase approximation which aggregates association rules
to facilitate insight induction from high dimensional disparate datasets. The method was
tested on a lymphography dataset obtained from UCI machine learning database. The
proposed method uses disjunctive pooling rule along with basic probablity assignment in
Dempster-Shafer theory to combine the rulesets and assign a measure of interestingness.
The evaluation of knowledgebase approximation using lymphography dataset showed that
this method is more efficient for insight induction from huge datasets and decreases pro-
cessing time significantly. It also showed that the association rules from disparate datasets
can be fused without the need for integration at the data level. The findings from the ap-
plication of knowledgebase approximation to the lymphography dataset are not necessarily
indicative of knowledgebase approximation efficiency for other datasets. However, these
findings helped us to set constrains on the characteristics of the datasets that can be com-
bined with the national collision database of Canada using our proposed framework. At
the end, knowledgebase approximation was applied to two different road accident datasets,
one from Canada and one from the Great Britain, and fused insights were derived and
recorded in a single approximated knowledgebase. The top eight rules, ranked based on
their fitness values, are presented in Table 5.5, and show the traffic collision database of the






This thesis bases the development of context-aware collision analysis on performing in-
depth accident analysis and naturalistic driving analysis in a consecutive order. Thus far,
the in-depth accident analysis part is fulfilled by developing an insight induction structure
followed by a knowledgebase approximation technique which generates association rules
containing risk factors of disparate road-accident datasets. Now, it is time to accomplish
the second phase, the naturalistic driving analysis, in a way that it can be built upon
insights discovered from the previous phase. In other words, we are now concerned with
creating a structure that can relate the measured risk factors of a moving vehicle to a
comparative level of collision risk by using the information available from the induced
insights which are in the form of integrated association rules.
This chapter explores Bayesian network as a potential solution for developing the nat-
uralistic driving analysis structure. This study shows that Bayesian Network is a proper
tool for predicting traffic collision risk based on the findings from the data-driven model.
Bayesian Network is a relatively new method in the field of artificial intelligence with a
variety of applications in reasoning under uncertainty and prediction of highly uncertain
phenomena. it is a probabilistic graphical model representing random variables and their
conditional dependencies in the form of a directed acyclic graph (DAG). It simplifies the
application of Bayesian inference by acting as a comprehensive classifier.
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Figure 6.1: The overall stages of crash risk analysis
6.2 Motivation
The data-driven model introduced in chapters 4 and 5 consists of three different processes
(segmentation, association rule mining, and insight fusion) and provides insightful patterns
that are useful for investigation of collision probability while available databases are rich
in collision contributing factors. However, the introduced data-driven model can not in-
stantly generate the collision risk of a vehicle by sensing the situation in which the vehicle
is positioned. The likelihood of a crash is significantly affected by the number of potential
actions of the driver in a certain situation. Each of these potential actions might proba-
bilistically lead to an accident. Therefore, the likelihood of an accident to occur at a time
is the weighted sum of the crash probabilities of possible actions. Bayesian network is
capable of structuring this probability model in a simplified directed acyclic graph (DAG).
To elucidate on this fact, consider a sample scenario with a vehicle on a highway.
The vehicle in motion can perform a variety of actions at a time including line changing,
acceleration, and deceleration. Since these possible actions are conducted by the driver,
they lie in the driver behavior category of crash contributors. Knowing that the history
of the driving behavior for each person is different, the probability of each action being
conducted can be different from person to person. Moreover, the vehicle’s surrounding
environment can affect these probabilities. Therefore, the presence of the environmental
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Figure 6.2: A basic DAG for predicting collision events
features can improve the estimation of the crash probabilities.
Crash prediction using static data has limited accuracy. Development of information
and communication technologies as well as built-in vehicle sensory measurements can con-
tribute to improving the design of real-time crash prediction models. Bayesian networks
have the potential to find the likelihood of an accident given the updated values of all
variables and measurements at all times and the relationships between them. The big
challenge, however, is to find a way to use the approximated association rules from the
previous chapter to learn the structure of the Bayesian network. the association rules
obtained by integrating insights of distinct datasets contain the key information of the
road-accident historical data, and hence, are plausible for constructing the structure of a
Bayesian network that reveals the relationship between crash risk indicting variables in
different variations of time and location.
Figure 6.2 illustrates a basic DAG for predicting collisions with respect to the three
categories of crash contributing factors. All the three sets directly impact the probability of
collision, and therefore, directed links are connecting them to the collision event. Moreover,
people might react differently in diverse environmental situations or while driving different
vehicles. This influence is represented by the arrows that links them and the collision
node in Figure 6.2. Potential actions and maneuvers are included in the human factors
category. However, I highlighted them in the model due to their importance in developing
the theoretical model. The environmental and vehicle factors are not influenced by other
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categories, hence there is no directed links ending on them.
Crash risk analysis can be implemented as a real-time driving alert system. For that
purpose, sensory observations from the vehicle are required to report certain risk factors
attributed to the environment or vehicle. Therefore, I have highlighted sensory observations
in the environmental category in Figure 6.2 to show their significance. These observations
have significant impact on the driver’s actions and on the collision event itself. Updated
weather and traffic data can be also incorporated to better reflect collision risk of the
vehicle being driven. These measurements can enable the approximated probability model
to combine prior knowledge with observed data and create a hybrid structure based on the
rules generated in each segment.
6.3 Bayesian Network
Bayesian network (BN) is a family of probability distributions that admits a compact
parameterization that can be naturally described using a directed graph. It can serve as
a classification model to predict class membership probabilities for output variables. BN
works based on Bayes’ theorem and consists of two main components: a directed acyclic
graph (DAG), and a set of conditional probability tables (CPTs). DAG’s nodes represent
random variables and its edges represent probabilistic dependences. Each random variable
in the network possesses a CPT to specify the conditional distribution of nodes and their
parents.
The power of BN is in the simplicity of calculating probabilities based on the connections
in the network. if X is a BN, its joint probability density function can be written as the
product of each node’s individual density function conditioned by the occurrence of their




p(xv | xpa(v)) (6.1)
where v is a node in the directed acyclic graph G = (V,E) with V and E being the set of
nodes and links in G respectively, and pa(v) is the set of parents of v. This equation then
can be expanded and simplified using the chain rule as follows:
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P (Xv = xv | Xj = xj for each Xj which is a parent of Xv) (6.2)
BNs are normally represented in the form of A compact Bayesian network, which is a
distribution in which each factor on the right hand side depends only on a small number
of ancestor variables xAi :
p(xi | xi−1, . . . , x1) = p(xi | xAi). (6.3)
In a model with five variables, for example, we may choose to approximate the factor
p(x5 | x4, x3, x2, x1) with p(x5 | x4, x3), and we can write xA5 = {x4, x3}. Since the
risk factor variables in these road accident datasets are discrete, we may think of the
factors p(xi | xAi) as CPTs, in which rows correspond to assignments to xAi , and columns
correspond to values of xi. The value of p(xv | xpa(v)) is an entry in Xi’s CPT which can
be incorporated into Equation (6.1) to calculate the probability of particular events.
6.4 Independencies in a BN
The directed acyclic graph in a BN captures dependency and independency relationships
between variables. By using the principle of d-separation [111], the independencies can
be recovered from the graph by identifying three types of structures. Any three nodes in
an arbitrary BN can only have three possible structures: common parent, cascade, and V
structure (see Figure 6.3). Each of these three structures leads to different independent
assumptions.
If two variables are d-separated relative to an observed variable in a DAG, then they
are conditionally independent on the observed variable in all probability distributions such
a graph can represent. In other words, the two variables X and Y are conditionally
independent relative to an observed variable Z when knowledge about X provides no
information about Y once there is information about Z.
In the common parent structure, the three nodes are in the form of A ← B → C. In
this structure, if B is observed then A and C are independent, otherwise A and C are
dependent. The reason is that having B observed all the information that determines the
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Figure 6.3: Possible structures for 3 nodes in a BN: cascade (a,b), common parent (c), and
v-structure (d)
outcomes of A and C are available in B. One can simply refer to the CPTs that connect B
to A and C and find the probability values attributed to these nodes. In this case, nothing
else can affect A and C’s outcomes.
The cascade structure represents the nodes in the form of A→ B → C.In this structure,
observing B makes nodes A and B independent. we can show this relationship in a brief
format as A ⊥ C | B. The intuition for this independency is that B contains all the
information that can determine C’s outcome when B is observed. In this case, no matter
what value A takes, it does not affect node C.
The third structure that any three nodes in a BN can have is the V-structure (also
known as explaining away) which is in the form of A → C ← B. In V-structure, unlike
the previous structures, having the middle node, here C, observed makes the other two,
A and B, coupled. Intuitively, when there is information about C, knowing the state of
any of the parent nodes will affect the probability of the other as both are feeding node C.
Therefore, A ⊥ B if C is unobserved, but A 6⊥ B | C if C is observed.
The d-separation principle extends the notion of independency to general networks
by applying the aforementioned three rules recursively over larger graphs. This principle
states that two arbitrary nodes A and B are d-separated, given a set of observed nodes, if
they are not connected by an active path. A path is called active given a set of observed
variables O if for any connected triple of variables X, Y , and Z on the path one of the
following holds:
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• X ← Y ← Z, and Y is unobserved Y 6∈ O
• X → Y ← Z, and Y is unobserved Y 6∈ O
• X ← Y → Z, and Y is unobserved Y 6∈ O
• X → Y ← Z, and Y or any of its descendants are observed.
6.5 BN Structure Learning Using Road-accident Knowl-
edgebase
BNs can be constructed from the knowledge provided by subject-matter experts (also re-
ferred to as domain experts). When enough data from the domain is available, construction
of BN becomes structure learning of the DAG from data. There exist a number of auto-
matic structure learning algorithms in the literature most of which rely on heuristic search
of structures that maximize some scoring criteria and are called score-based approaches.
These approaches explore the structure space of the given variables to discover the best
candidate that justifies the available data. The criterion defined in the score-based ap-
proaches evaluates how well the BN fits the data. A search algorithm is then adopted to
find a structure with maximal score. Some examples of score-based approaches are those
based on entropy [112, 113], Bayesian scoring [114, 115], and minimum description length
[116].
Some research focus on the independence relationships for structure learning in the
construction of BN. This approach, called constraint-based approach, employs the inde-
pendence test to determine a set of constraints for the variables in the network. There
are studies that combine both independence and scoring relationships to achieve better
tailored Bayesian network structures [115, 117]. Similar to the score-based approaches,
a search algorithm is needed to find the best DAG, here the one that conforms to the
constraints. The structures described in Section 6.4 (V-structure, common parent, and
cascade) can be identified in the network by doing independence test for the two nodes on
the sides conditional on the node in the middle. The pitfall for this approach, however, is
the amount of data samples needed to guarantee testing power. It works well with some
other expert knowledge of structure, but it is not much reliable when not enough samples
are available for the test.
Chapters 4 and 5 of this thesis explored and studied insights from the traffic accident
datasets in the form of association rules. The approximated knowledgebase and integrated
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Figure 6.4: An example of a constructed BN indicating risk factor interconnections
association rules provide us valuable information about dependency of risk factor variables.
Hence, it is convenient to use these association rules as a means to construct the consequent
Bayesian network. Let us assume we have a certain number of rules for a specified segment
of data after employing the clustering and insight induction techniques. The variables
in the antecedent part of the rules have direct impact on the collision event and their
level of contribution can be determined based on the measures of interestingness defined
in Equations (4.7) to (4.9). These values can be used to create the CPTs for each node,
which define the relationship between that particular node and their parent nodes.
Each of the categories in the triangle of contributing factors contain numerous attributes
which might be inter-connected. Figure 6.4 is an example of a constructed BN which
indicates these inter-connections and how all of them, as a group, impact the other groups of
factors. In this example, three collision events exist and the probability of their occurrence
depends on their parent nodes. The connections and relationships in such network can be
identified by executing two phases once we have our association rules evaluated and sorted.
These two phases are: 1) constructing the initial network by considering local independence
knowledge, and 2) revisiting the network to prune the edges that are wrongly added to the
network.
Evaluating association rules can be done using any of the interestingness measures
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Algorithm 6.1: Constructing BN from association rules
Sort the selected association rules Ri according to the desired measure
for each association rule R1 to Rl do
Create the antecedent set X = {Xi = xi}ni=1
Create the consequent set Y = {Yj = yj}mj=1
for i = 1 to n do
for j = 1 to m do
if {A directed edge from Xi to Yj does not exist}
AND {Xi and Yi are not d-separated}
AND {adding a directed edge from Xi to Yi does not create a cycle
involving any of them}
then
Place an edge from node Xi to node Yi
including support, confidence, and lift. Other measures obtained by combining these mea-
sures can also be used, as I did in Chapter 4 to restrict the number of rules. Combined
measures are customized to reflect the contribution of each of the primary measures based
on their importance in the context that they are used for. Sorting the rules are also of
great importance in the proposed BN constructing approach as the algorithm for phase two
adds connecting edges in a iterative manner. Adding further edges in the later iterations
of the algorithm is highly dependent to those already added to the network, and hence, it
is crucial to feed the rules to the function in the correct order.
After identifying and sorting the association rules, the initial network topology con-
struction phase can be initiated. This phase uses the local independence information to
add new edges to the network as indicated in Algorithm 6.1. One edge can be a potential
candidate if it is part of the association rule that is under examination. The nodes of that
edge should first go through the Independence test to make sure they are not d-separated.
If they are, then they can not be directly connected as it would contradict their d-separated
relationship. If they are not d-separated, they should go through another test to examine
whether the corresponding edge creates a cycle in the graph or not. Since DAG is an
acyclic graph, the edge can not be added if its presence creates any cycles. This is the step
where ill-sorted rules can impact the structure of the network as the incorrect edges added
earlier may prevent formation of other edges if it creates a cycle with them.
It is possible that unnecessary or wrong edges are placed in the process of network
construction. Unnecessary edges can increase the computation complexity of the BN and
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Algorithm 6.2: Pruning edges from initial BN
Data: A directed acyclic graph G = (V,E)
for each edge e ∈ E connecting nodes vi and vj do
Remove edge e temporarily
if vi and vj are d-separated then
insert e back to the network
else
permanently remove edge e
wrongly placed edges can impact the outcome of the nodes that we are interested in their
values. Since we have constantly checked directly connected nodes for independency and
cycles, we do not need an extensive pruning procedure. Hence, we use the d-separation
test again to remove the edges that do not impact the independence relationships of the
nodes in the network. The pruning algorithm is shown in Algorithm 6.2. In this algorithm,
each edges is temporarily removed from the network and its two nodes are tested to be d-
separated without that edge. If the two nodes become d-separated, that edge has significant
importance in the determining the dependency of nodes in the constructed graph. In the
case, the edge is inserted back to the structure of the network to maintain the flow of
information. In the case where the nodes become not d-separated, the edge is permanently
removed.
Figure 6.5 is an example of the BN constructed from the top four association rules that
were mined in Section 5.6 as part of the approximated knowledgebase. Three different
variables are observed as the consequent parts of these four rules: C SEV, P ISEV, and
C CONF. These variables indicate the road-accident configuration and its severity. The
road configuration at the collision location is also playing a role in the antecedent of some
rules and affects the severity of accidents. Descriptions of the variables, and the number
of unique values they can take, are given in Table 4.1. There are three new variables that
are fused into these rules and are originated from the GB dataset. These variables are the
speed limit, presence of pedestrian, and vehicle’s maneuvering. The description and values
of the GB dataset’s variables are presented in appendix B.
This figure is just an example of how the network is produced from association rules and
it is trivial that we need to input more rules to the algorithms 6.1 and 6.2 in order to obtain a
solid context-aware prediction system. Each rule that is added to the selected set may grow
the network depending on how much new information it presents that connects the variables
in the antecedent and consequent sides. We assume that the network expansion speed
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Figure 6.5: The Bayesian network constructed from Section 5.6’s top four rules
will decease after a certain number of rules as the variable connections have considerable
overlapping between different rules. Moreover, the less interesting rules may introduce new
connections that may impose cycles with those of the more interesting ones, and therefore,
can not be added to the network.
The beauty of this method is that it inherently has a knowledge integration procedure
with it. Each new rule brings more variables and more connections to the network layout
and the new rules can be extracted from distinct datasets. We just have to be mindful
of doing proper pre-processing on the datasets in use to match the name of the identical
variables and their identical values. When the structure of the BN is shaped, finding the
CPT tables corresponding to each node of the graph is what remains to complete the
BN. The probability values contained in CPTs can be calculated through running typical
learning algorithms on the dataset.
In the next section, I evaluate the performance of the proposed BN construction method.
It is worthwhile to mention that the main reason for using association rules in the proposed
BN construction method is that the information from different resources can be merged
into a single collision risk analysis system. To the best of my knowledge, only a few
structure learning algorithms work on multiple datasets, and others can only be used if
those multiple datasets are integrated in the data level. I have previously discussed the
challenges and drawbacks of merging datasets at the data level. I proposed knowledgebase
approximation to overcome those drawbacks and created a union of collision patterns in the
form of association rules. The proposed BN network construction method in this chapter
is intended to build the network from those reinforced association rules. This method can
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also be applied to the association rules extracted from a single dataset and may be used
as a substitute for other structure learning approaches.
6.6 Performance Evaluation and Interpretation of Re-
sults
Computation, analysis, and inferences of a single dataset are rarely extended by inferences
obtained from other datasets. The reason is that multiple scenarios can happen when
disparate datasets are recorded to represent a similar concept. In some scenarios, structure
learning can not be applied to more than one dataset because of the contrasting joint
distributions imposed by selecting different controlled or observed variables. For example,
assume that we are observing a set of variables X = {A,B,C} to learn a predictive or
diagnostic model for one of those variables, say A, based on the remaining variables. The
joint distribution in this case is different from when variable B is controlled to study its
effect on another variable A. The associations between A and C are different in these two
scenarios and hence the data can not be merged.
The situation can get more extreme in the case study of this thesis’s interest. Dealing
with road-accident datsets, we encounter a scenario in which each dataset is measuring
different variables. Even for those variables that are the same, they may be semantically
similar but not necessarily identical. One example is when the same quantity is measured
using different scales and methods with no apparent mapping from one to the other.
The big advantage of the proposed approach is that we do not need to be concerned
about applying the structure learning method directly to the dataset. The connections are
concentrated in the association rules and we can use our selection of rules to build the BN
structure on their basis. The datasets are only used later for generating the CPT tables.
The challenges about integration of knowledge from multilpe datasets are addressed in
previous chapter and here I just focus on how accurate the consequent BN functions.
In this section, I evaluate the performance of the proposed structure learning method
on the NCDB and GB datasets. The approximated knowledgebase ruleset created from
the NCDB and GB datasets in previous chapter are used for this purpose. I also compare
the performance with the method introduced by Tsamardinos et. al. [118]. Tsamardinos
states that unlike pairwise correlations, pairwise causal relations are transitive, meaning
that if A is causing B, and B is causing C, then A is causing C. They use this inference
along with some other inferences to induce causal knowledge from multiple datasets.
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Table 6.1: Evaluation of BN construction from association rules (ARs) and comparison








#correct predictions 15962 13080
%correct predictions 79.81 65.4
Casualty
#correct predictions 14650 12720
%correct predictions 73.25 63.6
Collision configuration
#correct predictions 13686 12212
%correct predictions 68.43 61.06
Collision likelihood
#correct predictions 16260 15138
%correct predictions 81.3 75.69
Table 6.1 summarises the prediction accuracy of the proposed structure learning method
and compares it with multi-source causal analysis. In this experiment, 50000 entries were
used to train probability values of CPTs and 20000 entries to test the model. I selected
four variables to be predicted from other variables: collision severity, casualties, collision
configuration, and collision likelihood. These four variables are chosen since they can help
calculate the risk of collisions in a given driving situation while enough information about
the observed variables are available.
In order to better reflect the accuracy of these methods, I used 10 rounds of cross-
validation using different partitions and combined the validation results over the rounds.
This way, a more accurate estimate of model prediction performance is reported. Consider-
ing the number of train and test samples that is used, 71.5% of the data are for training the
network and 28.5% for validation. By using cross validation on standard-sized partitions
of train and test data, problems like overfitting or selection biases are mitigated and better
insights on the model’s generalization power is provided.
The number and percentage of correct predictions for the chosen predicted variables
are reported in Table 6.1. The results show that structure learning from ARs performs
significantly better than multi-source causal analysis when two road-accident datasets are
used to build the network. The reason is that the proposed method uses more sophisticated
relationships between the variables. Indeed, multi-source causal analysis does not consider
the patterns including a mixture of variables from disparate sources. Instead, it tries to
splice the causal inferences from those nodes that appear in both sides. They decide about
the points of splice by analysing direct causes, common latent causes, and existence of
consistent causal graphs.
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Among the four predicted variables, collision likelihood is a latent variable and was
manually added to the experiment’s dataset as this variable is not reported in the road-
accident datasets. I added the likelihood of collisions to each sample by measuring how
frequent that specific collision configuration happens. The other three variables have mea-
sured values in the road-accident datasets and can be predicted as a node of interest in
the BN. Latent variables are not directly observed but make understanding the data eas-
ier. We can refer to collision likelihood as a hypothetical variable as we never know all
the data points in the accident analysis that are exactly the same to discover the ratio of
collision occurrence. Even if we could do that, the ratio is so small that may not seem
significant. Since this research cares about the contribution of variables in occurrence of
traffic accidents, I use the count of appearance of certain patterns in a collision dataset to
estimate the likelihood of crashes. The values obtained from this approach represent the
percentage of accidents in which those patterns are present.
Since integrated association rules are used to construct the Bayesian network, using
samples from individual datasets will lack information about those variables that are not
observed in that specific dataset. I addressed this issue by neutralizing the effect of those
variables in the outcome of the predicted variables. In the BN’s flow of inferences, if we
encounter a node that is not observed, we assume equal probability for occurrence of the
descendants of that node. In other words, we assume a full degree of ignorance for that
variable instead of supplying prior probabilities.
Constructing causal models by using large-scale integration of data is not an easy
task. The automated, or semi-automated, integrative analysis of multiple data sources
should be able to handle data obtained over different experimental conditions, different
variable sets, and semantically similar but not identical sets. The empirical results are
indicative of how structure learning using ARs can increase learning performance of causal
relations compared to a typical multi-source causal analysis. [118] provided evidence that
multi-source causal analysis increases learning performance compared to learning from
individual datasets. Therefore, It can be said that the proposed structure learning method
outperforms both individual dataset analysis and learning from combined multiple sources.
Risk of a traffic collision, in this context, is the possibility of loss, injury or fatality.
I have assumed fatality as the highest type of loss. So, if a driver is in a situation that
matches the characteristics of a frequent type of accident whose severity is high and mostly
contains fatality, that driver is experiencing the highest level of risk. If we show the level of
risk by the colors illustrated in the output of Figure 6.1, then the mentioned driver would
be notified as being in a red or purple zone. Collision likelihood is Representative of the
chance of being involved in an accident but does not delineate the hardships imposed to
the people involved. This variable is reported along with collision severity and number
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Figure 6.6: Transforming linguistic values of crash severity, number of casualties, and crash
likelihood to risk level
of casualties to better picture the risk of the potential accidents that drivers are prone to
experience.
The outputs of the Bayesian network are used to generate risk levels. Having the
risk level, drivers are notified if the risk is too high to be alert and prepared. Figure 6.6
shows one way to use the output of the Bayesian network and transforming them into a
risk level spectrum. Collision severity and number of casualties are used along with the
collision likelihood to form levels of collision risk. Collision severity includes three classes
of fatalities, injuries, and slight. The number of casualties shows the number of people
died as a result of a crash. The risk level, as crisp value, is considered to be from 0 ro 1,
but here the linguistic values of collision likelihood, collision severity, and injury level are
used to generate a risk level. Based on the definition of risk, collision likelihood should act
as an scalar that can change the risk degree obtained from the total severity. The total
severity itself is first partitioned into three degrees(High, Medium, Low) based on whether
the accident contains fatalities, injuries, or none of them. Then the number of casualties
divides the High level into three new levels based on whether the accident had one, two, or
more casualties. Eventually, the crash likelihood, which can be indicated as high or low,
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doubles the number of risk levels by splitting each of them into two. This way ten different
risk levels are obtained which are numbered from 0 to 9, as seen in Figure 6.6.
It is trivial that a particular pattern of variables in the NCDB and GB datasets may
not always result into a single severity level. This is because the severity and casualties of
an accident depends on numerous variables, many of which are absent from these datasets.
The effect of hidden variables are minimized by applying a segmentation method in Chapter
4, however, we can not completely isolate them as they are, to a great extent, influencing
accidents’ severity. The exact make and model of the vehicle, for example, is highly
correlated to the severity as different vehicles have specific safety factors. The datasets in
this experiment have addressed this correlation partly by including the model year. Car
manufacturers intensify their products’ safety every year and it is not a bad assumption
to associate the model year to safety and the damage that those cars can avert.
6.7 Conclusion
This chapter introduced a Bayesian-network-based approach for implementation of nat-
uralistic driving analysis on association rules. The directed acyclic graph of a Bayesian
network has the potential to work with real-time measurements fed into a collision predic-
tion model which brings a great flexibility to the whole system. It is worthwhile to mention
that we did not test the Bayesian network with actual real-time measurements. However,
the structured and trained network can be provided with such measurements to both test
and improve the model’s efficiency in real driving applications. The chapter introduced a
methodology to learn the structure of the Bayesian network from association rules, which
is one of the contributions of this thesis. The great advantage of using association rules
in the proposed Bayesian network construction method is the ability of the consequent
model in merging the information from different resources as a single collision risk analysis
system. There is still extensive research going on about structure learning algorithms that
can work on multiple datasets. Previous studies mostly rely on integration of datasets in
the data level which entails numerous challenges and drawbacks. The proposed method
here overcomes those drawbacks by constructing a Bayesian network using the union of
collision patterns in the form of association rules. The whole process brings combined
knowledge to a risk analysis system that accepts real-time measurements from the vehicle,
the environment, and the driver. Spatial and temporal aspects can also be integrated into
this system to create a compact temporospatial context-aware collision analysis system.
This method can also be applied to the association rules extracted from a single dataset
and may be used as a substitute for other structure learning approaches.
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Chapter 7
Traffic Incident Detection and
Localization
7.1 Introduction
Traffic incident detection and localization is an important application in traffic management
systems. The ability to detect and localize traffic incidents enables a timely response
to accidents and facilitates effective and efficient traffic flow management. This chapter
presents a sensor-network based approach for tackling the problem of incident localization.
Traffic count sensors, which tend to be an element of the road infrastructure, are used as
the source of traffic sensory data. Such sensors come in a variety of types and capabilities,
providing the potential for complementary and redundant information gathering. Thus, it
is conceivable to fuse such sensory information to achieve insightful and accurate incident
detection and localization. In this context, the Dempster-Shafer (DS) theory of evidence is
used as the foundation for fusing traffic sensory data. In this study, a traffic model generator
and two traffic-counting sensory systems are employed for acquiring traffic data pertinent
to the distribution of cars on a given road segment. The incident localization performance
of the DS fusion technique is compared to the ordered weighted averaging (OWA) operator
[119] and the sole sensory systems. Experimental analysis on the performance of the
proposed approach is provided.
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7.2 Motivation
An important indicator of survival rates after occurrence of an accident is the time be-
tween the accident and when emergency medical personnel are dispatched to the scene.
Reducing this time decreases mortality rates by 6%[120]. One approach for decreasing
delay uses automatic incident detection and notification systems that sense the time that
traffic accidents occur and immediately notify emergency personnel. Moreover, drivers ap-
proaching the site can be notified and possibly change their route or at least slow down for
safety. Consequently, these systems save time, improve road safety, and reduce mortality.
One important piece of information that should immediately be reported to rescue services
is the exact location of the incident, without which dispatching a rescue team becomes
useless. Hence, incident localization is an essential part of automatic incident detection
and notification systems. This study describes automatic incident localization achieved
through simple steps and inexpensive practices utilizing sensor fusion in a sensor network.
Sensor networks are widely used to obtain data about vehicle surroundings, traffic
flow, weather conditions, driver behavior and other factors affecting the collision-prediction
process. However, the complexity of such networks poses major challenges, including
noisy and erroneous measurements, incomplete and low-quality sensor data, interference
of network nodes, and big volumes of data, to name a few. Based on the structure of the
sensor network, it seems promising to exploit sensor data fusion methods to overcome the
above-mentioned obstructions. In this study, two sensory systems obtain information from
the environment. One of these systems is assumed to be noisy. The goal is to employ a
data-fusion method to exploit the information from both systems so as to obtain more-
accurate estimation of the collision location.
The classical inference for data fusion is based on Bayes criteria. The Bayesian inference
is used to estimate the degree of certainty of multiple sensors providing information about
measured data. It uses an a priori probability of a hypothesis to produce the a posteriori
probability of this hypothesis. Some limitations for Bayesian criteria are [106]:
• no representation of ignorance is possible
• the prior probability may be difficult to define
• the result depends on the choice of prior probability
• the inference assumes coherent sources of information
• it is complex with a large number of hypotheses
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• it has poor performance with non-informative prior probability
Another method, Dempster-Shafer (DS) theory, overcomes many of the classical in-
ferences for data fusion. DS is often described as an extension of probability theory or
a generalization of the Bayesian inference method. It is based on obtaining degrees of
belief for one question from subjective probabilities for a related question. Dempster’s
rule also can combine such degrees of belief when they are based on independent items
of evidence[121]. The method assigns masses (weights) to the subsets of the entities that
constitute a system and calculates the confidence measure of each possible state, based on
data from new and old evidence. Some highlighted features of this method are:
• it can be used without prior probability distributions
• slight changes in the input influence the output
• it is highly efficient with bodies of evidence in pseudo-agreement
• ability to deal with ignorance and missing information
This study employs DS data-fusion technique and evaluates its performance with re-
gard to the quality of transmitted data and the estimated location of a collision. The
performance of this method will also be compared with that of the ordered weighted aver-
aging (OWA) fusion technique. OWA, first introduced by Ronald R. Yager in 1988 [119],
is another operator in applied mathematics used to aggregate data. A mapping is called
an OWA Operator of dimension n if it has an associated weighting vector W in the range
[0, 1] subject to a summation of 1 for all the weights.
I use MATLAB to generate the proposed traffic model and data fusion techniques, and
the MATLAB fuzzy toolbox to get the output of each individual sensory system. Model
performance, evaluated by several measures, confirms the accuracy of the proposed collision
location estimator.
7.3 Related Work
Numerous methods have been proposed in the literature on Intelligent Transportation
Systems(ITS) used to detect and predict road events. Intelligent systems require sensing
technologies to get a perception of the surrounding environment. In [120] and [122], the
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authors used acoustic signals as the input for their automatic traffic accident detection and
notification systems. Acoustic signals can simply be collected by smartphones, especially
now that everyone owns at least one smart device. These devices can be triggered to
detect high-decibel acoustic events and so pinpoint the occurrence of accidents. However,
triggering the built-in microphone to avoid false-positives is challenging.
Zhang et al. explained in [122] that a secondary sensory system is incorporated that
detects variations in acceleration to lower the probability of false-positives. They used
a client/server application that relays accident information to the server via HTTP and
provides an interface that allows third-party observers to access reported data. For feature
extraction from the acoustic signals, digital-signal-processing algorithms can be quite use-
ful. The authors compared the results of Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT), Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT), Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), Real Cepstral Transform (RCT) and
Mel Frequency Cepstral Transform (MFCT), and incorporated statistical classifiers such
as nearest mean, maximum likelihood, and nearest neighbors. They concluded that the
maximum likelihood classifier in conjunction with RCT gives the best performance in low
signal-to-noise ratios (SNR). However, for high SNRs, DWT and RCT are comparable
in accuracy but DWT is computationally more efficient. The downside of using digital
signal processing algorithms is the high computational load, which makes them hard and
expensive to implement in real-time scenarios.
A real-time accident detection scheme, introduced by Sherif et al. in [123], uses WSN
and RFID technology to inform authorities about accidents through a wireless interface.
In this case, an embedded hardware board is required in the vehicle to check the status
of airbags, gather all the essential information, prepare it as a packet, and send it to
the information center. The issue with this technique is that all the vehicles need to be
equipped with external hardware, which is quite expensive to buy and install.
A less costly idea is to use what already exists and is being operated. The contents of
social media contain a lot of information which can be used for different purposes. [124]
and [125] propose a social media-based traffic status monitoring. In [124], Fu et al initiated
their system by generating related keywords and then applied iterative query expansion
algorithm as an association rule to extract real-time transportation related tweets. They
also incorporated a summarization algorithm to eliminate redundant tweets. In [125], the
authors investigated the potential of twitter in real-time incident detection in the United
Kingdom(UK). They utilized the Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm as a classifier
an achieved the overall accuracy of 88.27%. When we consider social media as a data
center for event detection, we should also note the countries or cities of implementation.
Not every place can employ this method, like those countries whose access to twitter is
banned by their government.
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The other standpoint is to study the behaviour of drivers and find the likelihood of an
incident in a specific intersection. In [126], Popsecu et. al studied the distance and the
time for changing lanes to be used as extra information to the already in use systems for
ITS. They asserted that there is no need to use the information reported by every single
vehicle because the traffic data for the vehicles in the same vicinity are highly correlated.
[127] introduces an approach to track each vehicle from the images of an intersection to
identify the events resulted from a chain of behaviours. The authors proposed a spatio-
temporal Markov random field to tackle the issue of tracking vehicles with occlusion effect.
It determines the state of each pixel in an image and its transits along time and x-y axes.
In fact, the algorithm acts upon each pixel whether it is assigned to vehicle A or B. They
could demonstrate a success rate of 93%-96% to track multiple vehicles at intersections
with occlusion effect. In another study, Kinoshita et al. [128] addressed the issue of
distinguishing traffic congestions caused by reasons other than incidents. They used a
probabilistic topic model to describe traffic states, and analyzed the differences between
congestions caused by incidents and usual congestions based on the probe-car data.
Not many algorithms for the ITS has exploited data fusion methods. Fusion techniques
can be a powerful asset to increase the accuracy and efficiency when the infrastructure of the
sensory systems and the detection/prediction algorithms has been established. Although
not all the sensor fusion methods in the literature are employed for collision detection,
there are some good examples of their usage in similar works which help to find the ideal
model for collision detection. Faouzi et. al [129] conducted a general survey on data fusion
techniques in different areas of ITS and the challenges that still needs to be addressed. In
[130] Otto first addresses the problem of environment perception and situation evaluation
in Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) in commercial vehicles. Five kinds of
sensors had been utilized as a sensor network. A monocular camera is exploited as op-
tical detection and classification of pedestrians. It spots the pedestrians just behind the
windshield and a few centimeters above. A short-range radar sensor and a long range one
are combined and positioned below the license plate for detection modes of long range
and short range. A blind spot radar monitors the vehicle and is mounted on the lowest
right step tread utilizing one antenna for transmission and four antennas for receiving the
echoes. Additionally, a laser scanner plays the role of reference for pedestrian tracking. At
the end, an Extended Kalman Filter with Joint Integrated Probabilistic Data Association
(EKF-JIPDA) is developed to fuse the data obtained from the sensors and track pedes-
trians from a truck in real-time. The accuracy of the results is evaluated and compared
to another data fusion technique: Extended Kalman Filter with Global Nearest Neigh-
bor (EFK-GNN). The results demonstrated that EKF-JIPDA outperforms the EKF-GNN
significantly, especially in crowded places. The author adds that the system might act
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faulty in some situations such as distinguishing various objects, like pedestrians and other
non-relevant objects, and identification of object with relatively little distances.
Using data fusion techniques for tracking multiple targets in a cluttered environment is
the challenge addressed by Zahir et al. [131]. The suggested algorithm for data fusion is to
use Cheap Joint Probability Data Association (CJPDA) and multiple model particle filter
(MMPF). The MMPF is used to perform nonlinear filtering with switching dynamic models
and the CJDAF is used to estimate the joint measurement-target probability association.
Additionally, two fusion schemes of Federated Kalman Filtering (FKF) and Centralized
Kalman Filtering (CKF) are compared to standard sequential Kalman filtering. The com-
parison of the three fusion schemes showed that CKF works better than FKF, which was
expectable as FKF simplifies the dependency of inputs. However, the rationale behind
using these specific filters and method has not been explained.
Although this study focuses on data fusion for traffic related application, data fusion
techniques are proved to be useful in other fields as well. Ramirez et al. [132] proposed
two algorithms for forest fire detection. The first algorithm used a threshold method when
nodes are equipped with temperature, humidity, and light sensors. The second algorithm
uses the DS theory for data fusion and assumes the data are from two sensors measuring
temperature and humidity. They showed that both methods can detect fires in their initial
stages. However, both algorithms reported false positives when the sensors were exposed
to direct sunlight.
To address the problem of counterintuitive results when pieces of evidence highly con-
flict in DS theory Yuan et al. [133] took both statistic and dynamic sensor reliability into
consideration. They suggested combining the evidence distance function and the belief
entropy to obtain the dynamic reliability of each sensor report. Then, a weighted aver-
aging method is adopted to modify the conflict evidence by assigning different weights to
the evidence according to sensor reliability. The proposed method has better performance
in conflict management and fault diagnosis since the information volume of each sensor
report is taken into consideration.
In certain scenarios we deal with qualitive data, for example, when we want to consider
the data reported by witnesses of an incident. A data fusion model is proposed by Golestan
et al. [134] that is capable of combining the data generated from human-based sources with
those generated by physical sensors. In their proposed model, the unstructured soft data
is presented by undergoing a novel soft-data-association process through which the data
is semantically analyzed and accurately structured in a fuzzy random variable. They have
shown that their model is capable of handling both soft and hard data.
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7.4 Methodology
In this section, I present the details of the techniques and algorithms that are used for
accurate localization of motorway incidents. The block diagram in Figure 7.1 illustrates
an overview of the system model proposed in this thesis. I developed an extendable traf-
fic model generator to generate the required input data for the purpose of evaluating the
proposed model. The sensory systems are a sequence of traffic counter sensors that com-
plement each other for full coverage of vehicle counts in a particular section of the road.
They collect data from the traffic model, measure the locations of vehicles, and produce
a sequence of vehicle count numbers. This section also introduces a Fuzzy-based sensory
system that enables individual sensory systems to predict the location of an incident. The
main contribution lies in Figure 7.1’s fusion block. This block employs Dempster-Shafer
evidence theory for sensor data fusion and exploits the processed information from all of
the sensory systems to obtain a more accurate prediction of the incident’s location. The
performance of the proposed method is evaluated and compared with individual sensory
systems and another fusion method (i.e., OWA method) through evaluation and compari-
son blocks. Each of the blocks in Figure 7.1 will be further elucidated in this section.
Figure 7.1: Road incident localization model
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7.4.1 Traffic Modeling
A traffic or transportation network is a spatial network structure that allows vehicular
movements. A complete mathematical model for the traffic flow represents the interaction
between vehicles and the network infrastructure such as highways, traffic signs, traffic
signals and control and information systems. Three variables in particular represent the
traffic: flow, density, and speed. The traffic flow (q) is the number of vehicles per unit
time; the traffic density (ρ) is the number of vehicles per unit length; and the speed (v) is
the distance covered per unit time, which is dependent on flow and density.
Traffic models may vary based on the level of details being simulated. Depending on the
purpose of the simulation, different models can be generated. For example, traffic models
can be run either in a continuous approach or a discretized approach [135]. The primary
difference between these implementation platforms is the method used to represent traffic
flow. At a high level, platoons of cars are modeled rather than individual cars, while
low-level models are concerned with the behavior of each vehicle on the network.
This chapter deals with the accuracy of predicted incident locations using sensory-
system measurements. Hence, a low-level traffic model satisfies the requirements of the
system. The model arises from a traffic model generator that uses two distribution functions
to provide different scenarios. These scenarios are later used to evaluate the performance
of the proposed technique under various configurations.
A four-lane motorway is assumed here, but the method is applicable to roads with
any number of lanes. I represent the road with a grid in which each row represents one
lane of the road and each cell is a location that may be occupied by a car. When a
collision happens in a motorway, congestion increases around the location of occurrence.
Figure 7.2 illustrates the street model when there is no collision. Suppose a collision occurs
at a random longitudinal location. Then, the congestion increases in the vicinity of the
collision point, and the further we go from that point, the lighter the traffic flows. To
model this behavior, two probability distributions -Normal and Lognormal- are considered
for the location of cars. In probability theory, Normal, namely Gaussian distribution, is a
widely-used continuous probability distribution. Gaussian distribution is used in natural
and social sciences to represent random variables with unknown distribution. Physical
quantities that are expected to be the sum of the number of independent processes also
tend to have a Gaussian distribution. The probability density of the distribution is:








• µ is the mean or expected value of this distribution. Because in normal distribution
expected value is equal to the mode and the median, µ can be also regarded as the
median and the mode of this distribution.
• σ is the standard deviation, which is a measure quantifying the amount of variation
or dispersion of a set of data values. A low standard deviation means the points
tend to be close to the expected value. In contrast, a high standard deviation is an
indication of a wider range that data points are spread over.
• σ2 is the variance.
Normal distribution is usually denoted by N(µ, σ). When defining a normally dis-
tributed random variable X, it is indicated as follows:
X ∼ N(µ, σ) (7.2)
Figure 7.2: No Congestion
Figure 7.3: Congestion (Collision at location 16)
A lognormal distribution is also a continuous probability distribution of a random
variable whose logarithm is normally distributed, meaning that if a random variable X is
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lognormally distributed, then Y = ln(X) has a normal distribution. In the same way, if Y
has a normal distribution, then X = eY has a lognormal distribution. The distribution is
also referred to as the Galton distribution. A lognormal process is the statistical realization
of the multiplicative product of a large number of independent positive random variables.
Additionally, the lognormal distribution is the maximum entropy probability distribution
for a random variable X, for which the mean and variance of ln(X) are specified. With µ
and σ being respectively the mean and standard deviation of a variable’s natural logarithm,
a lognormally distributed random variable X can be defined as:
X = e(µ+σZ) (7.3)
where Z refers to a standard normal variable.
The probability density function of this distribution can be written as:








Based on empirical evidence, any collision increases the density of cars in both di-
rections, those approaching the site slowing and those at it or leaving resuming normal
speeds only gradually. Both normal and lognormal distribution can model this behavior.
As opposed to normal distribution, lognormal distribution considers the fact that vehicles
leaving the site move faster than those approaching it, and so proposes asymmetric dis-
tribution. Moreover, based on central limit theorem, when independent random variables
are added together, their normalized sum tends toward a normal distribution even if the
original variables are not normally distributed themselves, and lognormal processes are the
statistical realization of multiplicative product of many independent random variables. By
opting for these distributions, we are incorporating the effect of other random variables.
Figure 7.2 demonstrates the output of traffic generator when a collision occurs at lo-
cation 16. When the model generates more than one car in a single location, it means
the cars are in multiple lanes. However, this number should not exceed the number of
lanes, which is four in this study. To sum up, the traffic model generator provides the
locations of a specific number of cars when a collision happens at a certain random point.
Similar to any other mathematical models, this model entails some discrepancies between
the generated traffic model and the real world. For example, when an accident occurs, the
number of blocked lanes may vary and the distribution of the vehicles changes accordingly.
However, I disregard these scenarios in the scope of this thesis.
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7.4.2 Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) Based Sensory Systems
Sensor modules are required for perception of the environment. A sensor module is defined
as a component consisting of a sensor and a data processor enabled for algorithmic calcu-
lation. The latter provides interpretation or perception services based on the sensor data.
This is often also referred to as an intelligent sensor. The sensor modules used in traffic
and driver assistance systems are diverse. In this study, any vehicle sensing technologies
like inductive loops can be responsible for obtaining the count of the vehicles in the sensor
range. Two sensory systems are used here: one a combination of two sensor modules and
the other a combination of three. Both sensory systems cover a specified length of the road
with the capacity of L vehicles in each lane. The configuration of these sensory systems
is illustrated in Figure 7.4, which is based on the traffic model. The sensory system with
three sensor modules is expected to have a better accuracy in getting the location of the
collision. However, sensors of this system are assumed to be noisy. To do so, the output
of each sensor in this system is altered by summation of the actual count and a random
integer between -20 and 20. The sensory systems used in this study are integrated with a
fuzzy inferencing system which enables them to predict the location of an incident based
on their own perceived information.
Figure 7.4: Configuration of sensors in sensory systems
FIS is a system that uses fuzzy set theory for mapping. This study employs the FIS
proposed by Mamdani[136] for the sensory system decision makings. An example of Mam-
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dani’s FIS is shown in Figure 7.5. To compute the output of this FIS, one must go through
six steps:
1. determining a set of fuzzy rules,
2. fuzzifying the inputs using the input membership functions,
3. combining the fuzzified inputs according to the fuzzy rules to establish a rule strength,
4. finding the consequence of the rule by combining the rule strength and the output
membership function,
5. combining the consequences to get an output distribution, and
6. defuzzifying the output distribution.
Figure 7.5: Mamdani fuzzy inference system
Fuzzy rules are a collection of linguistic statements that describe how the FIS should
make a decision regarding classifying an input or controlling an output. Fuzzy rules are
always written in the form of if-then rules. For incident detection using the information
gathered by introduced sensors, I introduce membership functions to define the meaning
of high, medium and low. The process of taking an input such as quantity of cars and
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processing it through a membership function to determine if it belongs to ”high”, medium,
or low is called fuzzification. Sensor measurements and the incident locations are fuzzified
using triangular membership functions. The maximum vehicle count from the first sensory
system is 200 (i.e., the capacity of the section of road observed by each of its sensors),
in other words, 4 lanes times 50 (50 being the capacity of one lane in the range of each
sensor). The maximum vehicle count for the second sensory system is 132, or 4 lanes times
33 (33 being the capacity of one lane in the range of each sensor).
After the fuzzification step, the fuzzy systems in Figure 7.6 and Figure 7.7 are used as
the core of each sensory system to predict the collision point.
Figure 7.6: Fuzzy model of system 1
Figure 7.7: Fuzzy model of system 2
At this point, the outputs of all the fuzzy rules are combined to obtain a single fuzzy
distribution in the output. This study desires to come up with a single crisp output from
the FIS. This crisp number is obtained through the process of defuzzification. The result
of defuzzification in the proposed system model is the location of the incident within the
observed section of the road. Figure 7.8 is an example of how the sensory systems calculate
the incident location. In this example, the first sensory system comprises two sensors. The
first sensor has counted 38 vehicles in the upstream of the road and the second sensor has
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counted 143 in the downstream. The yellow color shows the activation of each membership
function involved in the rules and the blue color shows the strength of each rule in general.
The last element in the rule strength column shows the combination of all activated rules
and the red line is the defuzzified crisp output which is 67.1 and represents the predicted
point of collision by this sensory system.
Figure 7.8: Example of rules’ activation
7.4.3 Sensor Fusion Model
The probability theory is based on crisp logic, comprising zero or one. It does not consider
any third possibility because the probability definition is based on set theory and crisp
logic. It considers the probability of occurring or not occurring of an event. In contrast,
the DS theory incorporates a third aspect which is the unknown. DS theory deals with
assigned measures of belief in terms of mass, as opposed to the probabilities [106]. It
allows statements of ignorance about likelihood of events. Consequently, a belief-based
decision is made on the basis of two numbers: the degree to which an event is supported
by the evidence (belief), and the degree to which there is a lack of evidence to the contrary
(plausibility).
The two described sensory systems perceive information in the form of evidence. The
two sensors in the first sensory system are able to measure the exact count of cars but the
whole system suffers from lack of evidence perceived from the part of road it covers. In
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addition, the three sensors in the second sensory system are noisy and do not have the
desired precision but yet reveal more evidence compared to the other sensory system. By
defining several allocations of belief to the location of an incident, DS theory offers a natural
way of combining evidence to find a fused allocation of belief that deals both with ignorance
and with conflict between the original beliefs. Having the belief and the plausibility for
the ensemble, a decision can be made based on more comprehensive information.
In the proposed method, the masses are generated for 8 sections of the road covered
by the sensory systems. These masses in total comprise the length of the road twice by
each system. In this way, we ensure that the content includes various aspects of the in-
formation. The masses are combined using Desmpster’s rule of combination illustrated
by Equation (5.4). Using the definitions for the belief and plausibility functions (Equa-
tions (5.6), (5.7), and (5.8)) and also the combination rule of DS, the values of Bel and
Pl can be calculated for five equal-length areas in the road. As the exact probability of a
collision in each area is between the Bel and Pl for that area, these values are used along
with the location of the area to estimate the collision location.
Figure 7.9: Combination rule of DS
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7.5 Evaluation Criteria
The proposed model incorporates different sensory system models with varying detection
capabilities. The model can be extended to fit the purpose of evaluation of different fusion
architectures that can be designed for specific event detection like a car collision and data
association techniques which are the core of any fusion paradigms. The aim here is to
generate random car collisions in the designed traffic model which can be sensed by the
sensors employed and then the data is fused with different fusion paradigms. The outcome
then needs to be evaluated in order to find the quality of the sensory systems.
7.5.1 Normalized Mean Squared Error (NMSE)
The main metric used to evaluate the proposed multi-sensor fusion systems considering
the ground truth values from the traffic model generator is NMSE. Mean squared error
(MSE) assesses the quality of a predictor. If Yˆ is a vector of n predictions, and Y is the
vector of observed values corresponding to the inputs to the function which generated the






(Yˆi − Yi)2 (7.5)
The prediction here is the car collision location from the sensory systems and the obser-
vation is the real collision location derived from the model generator. MSE is normalized
by the length of the road to have a tangible value for the presented error. In order to have
a complete evaluation scheme, different scenarios are generated by changing the traffic
distribution function, number of cars and σ. Number of cars in the observing area which
corresponds to the density of traffic and σ corresponds to the distribution of the cars which
shows the severity of the accident. NMSE is employed to present the performance of all
these scenarios in the tables and figures of the evaluation section.
7.5.2 Best Performance in Scenario (BPS)
I define BPS as a measure that provides the information about the best possible perfor-
mance in each scenario. This measure is useful when the operator requires that a method
reaches to a specified accuracy and precision. Although it does not provide any informa-
tion about the conditions that the best performance has been achieved, it is important to
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know the best performance that a method can achieve in a certain scenario. The formula
to calculate this measure is:
BPS(i) = min
j
NMSE(T (i, j)) (7.6)
Where i is the scenario to be investigated, j is the parameter that is being altered to obtain
the scenario, and T is the sensory system or fusion operator.
7.5.3 Interval Percentage of Performance Improvement (IPPI)
From an economic standpoint, adding an extra cost for fusion techniques might not be
efficient in some scenarios. Meaning that, the enhancement of the quality of data might
be either minuscule or limited in the sense of interval of effectiveness. To quantify this
effectiveness, IPPI is proposed. This criterion considers the actual performances of both
sensory systems and also the intervals in which fusion techniques outperform them. Hence,












Where i is the scenario to be investigated, IDFS1 and IDFS2 are the lengths of the interval
of the varying variable in which data fusion technique outperforms the sensory system 1
and 2 respectively. In addition, ITotal is equal to the total length of the varying variable.
7.5.4 Average Performance Improvement Ratio (APIR)
This evaluation criterion measures the performance improvement ratio for the whole range
of the altered parameter in the scenario. In order to find a single value for this ratio,
the average of performance improvement ratio is used over the range in which the altered
parameter covers that scenario. This criterion is informative in the sense that it allows
the operator to compare each fusion method with the best performance achieved while
fusion is not applied. APIR provides this comparison for the whole scenario and gives a
general view about the value of the fusion method by generating the properness ratio. This









In this equation, i is the scenario to be investigated, j is the parameter that is being
altered to obtain the scenario, Tf is the fusion operator, TBS is the best sensory system
operator considering NMSE as the performance, and N is the number of experiments in
the scenario.
7.6 Results
7.6.1 Evaluation Based on NMSE
For evaluation of the proposed method, several scenarios have been studied. First, the
number of cars is fixed and the performance of the DS and OWA are compared to the
performance of individual sensory systems for a range of σ for both normal and lognormal
distributions. Then, the effect of number of cars has been studied with a fixed value of σ
for both normal and lognormal distributions.
Normal Traffic Distribution with Fixed Number of Cars
Figure 7.10 compares the performance of the DS-based approach with that of the sensory
systems and OWA. As σ increases, DS tends to outperform the individual sensory systems
and OWA. OWA is an averaging technique and locates the point of collision somewhere
in between of the sensory systems’ estimations. Taking into consideration the similarities
in these systems, it can be inferred that the actual point of collision can reside out of
the region between estimations of individual sensory systems which precludes OWA from
getting the higher quality information.
Although The DS fusion technique performs well in most of the scenarios, it fails to
enhance the quality of the information for σ ≤ 17 using the normal distribution and for 350
number of cars in the model. The reason is that low values of σ makes the model generator
to create a model which all the cars are concentrated in the collision point symmetrically.
This fact is the worst scenario in the sense of providing information to the sensor setups.
What happens is that only one sensor have cars in its range and no matter where in that
range the collision has happened, the fuzzy inference system will estimate the collision
point in the center of the range to minimize the error. DS also can not generate enough

















Figure 7.13: Effect of number of cars for fixed value of σ in lognormal distribution
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Normal Traffic Distribution with Fixed σ
For the second scenario, σ was fixed and the performances are evaluated when number of
cars vary. From Figure 7.11 it could be deduced that, similar to argument of the previous
figure, DS method outperforms the sensory systems and OWA. In addition, in Figure 7.11,
we see that the performances tend to converge to a single value as the number of car
increases. This is because adding more cars while so many of them already exist provides
sensory systems with little information compared to when the number of cars is small.
Lognormal Traffic Distribution with Fixed Number of Cars
In lognormal distribution, DS is shown to be a promising data fusion technique that sig-
nificantly enhances the quality of the estimation as illustrated in Figure 7.12. As opposed
to a normal distribution, lognormal distribution has asymmetrical nature. Hence, even for
small values of σ, sufficient information is provided for sensors. The lognormal distribu-
tion in most cases let the other sensors to capture a non-zero value as the count of cars.
Therefore, this asymmetric nature of lognormal distribution will provide DS method with
some evidence to judge about the belief and plausibility of decisions.
Normal Traffic Distribution with Fixed σ
It is shown in Figure 7.13 that significant performance of DS is irrelevant to the number of
cars in lognormal distribution which is similar to the conclusion derived from the normal
distribution.
7.6.2 Evaluation Based on BPS
Table 7.1 demonstrates the calculated values of BPS for sensory systems alone, and also,
for the data fusion techniques. This table provides the information about the best possible
performance in each scenario. Although it is highly dependent on the exact operating point,
but is useful when the operator requires that a method reaches to a specified accuracy and
precision. According to this table, in all the scenarios except normal distribution with fixed
number of vehicles and normal distribution with σ = 15, DS is superior in BPS compared
to OWA and sole sensory systems. This fact shows that DS is a more reliable candidate
for collision detection purposes. It can also be inferred that normal distribution is not as
informative as lognormal distribution for DS method.
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Table 7.1: Comparison of performance based on BPS criterion















σ = 15 0.0089 0.0057 0.0069 0.0078
σ = 20 0.0102 0.0076 0.0091 0.0065
σ = 25 0.0142 0.0097 0.0117 0.0064
σ = 30 0.0191 0.0116 0.0143 0.0077
nCar = 200 0.0125 0.0056 0.0087 0.0071
nCar = 250 0.0107 0.005 0.0076 0.0067
nCar = 300 0.0097 0.005 0.0067 0.0065

















n σ = 0.35 0.0211 0.0158 0.0138 0.0122
σ = 0.55 0.0249 0.0183 0.0202 0.0131
σ = 0.75 0.0341 0.324 0.328 0.0176
σ = 0.95 0.0449 0.0445 0.0413 0.025
nCar = 200 0.0258 0.0196 0.0196 0.012
nCar = 250 0.0217 0.0161 0.0163 0.0126
nCar = 300 0.021 0.0159 0.0157 0.012
nCar = 350 0.0217 0.0157 0.0155 0.0127
7.6.3 Evaluation Based on IPPI
According to Table 7.2, the calculated IPPIs for DS and OWA show that DS is more
effective in all of the developed scenarios when compared to OWA. Moreover, this table
provides further information about the optimal point of operation. For DS, it is observed
that it is most cost effective when σ = 20 for normal distribution and when σ = 0.35 for
lognormal distribution. Besides, it can be inferred from this table that when the number
of cars is sufficient, i.e., the sufficient amount of information is fed to DS, regardless of
distribution, DS outperforms sensory systems and OWA technique.
In Contrast, the performance of OWA using IPPI is dependent to both the number
of cars and the distribution of vehicles in the road. It is observed that OWA performs
better for lognormal distribution due to its asymmetrical nature. The optimum operating
point for this technique is when σ = 25 and nCar = 350 for normal distribution and when
σ = 0.95 and nCar = 300 for lognormal distribution.
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σ = 15 66.25% 52.50%
σ = 20 98.75% 53.75%
σ = 25 97.50% 60.00%
σ = 30 96.25% 50.00%
nCar = 200 81.58% 50.00%
nCar = 250 84.21% 50.00%
nCar = 300 84.21% 50.00%

















n σ = 0.35 100.00% 73.75%
σ = 0.55 97.50% 56.25%
σ = 0.75 97.50% 73.75%
σ = 0.95 92.50% 77.50%
nCar = 200 100.00% 65.79%
nCar = 250 100.00% 60.53%
nCar = 300 100.00% 76.32%
nCar = 350 100.00% 76.31%
















σ = 15 1.3676 0.8169
σ = 20 1.8227 0.8903
σ = 25 2.2351 0.9094
σ = 30 2.2591 0.8846
nCar = 200 1.367 0.7827
nCar = 250 1.1542 0.7454
nCar = 300 1.17779 0.7569

















n σ = 0.35 1.8328 0.9913
σ = 0.55 1.9569 0.9632
σ = 0.75 1.8392 1.0013
σ = 0.95 1.4836 1.0135
nCar = 200 1.8416 0.9866
nCar = 250 1.7503 0.9829
nCar = 300 1.692 0.9939
nCar = 350 1.6081 1.0096
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7.6.4 Evaluation Based on APIR
According to Table 7.3, it is observed that in all scenarios DS has always shown performance
improvement in average for the experiments performed for each scenario. This is inferred
from APIR being greater than 1. Considering Equation (7.8), APIR value of greater than
1 shows the superiority of the fusion method. Furthermore, the greater the value of APIR
for a fusion method, the more superior is that fusion method compared to single sensory
systems. OWA, as opposed to DS, shows superiority in only 3 scenarios and with a slightly
greater than 1 value which is not an acceptable performance for a fusion method in this
study.
7.7 Conclusion
This chapter developed a traffic incident localization approach comprised of FIS-based
sensory systems and a DS-based fusion module. For performance evaluation, a traffic
model generator is developed and incorporated to the model. The traffic model generator
is based on two distribution functions: normal and lognormal. The sensory setups are
combinations of two and three simple vehicle-count-based sensors extracting the number
of vehicles in their range. Based on the density of vehicles in each section, a fuzzy inference
system is used to find the single sensory setups decision about the location of the collision.
The two sensory systems’ information is then aggregated in data level using the DS method
and in the decision level using the OWA. The OWA performance is mostly in between of
each of the sensory setups and occasionally better than both of them. This is observed by
NMSE, BPS, IPPI, and APIR evaluation criteria. The reason is that OWA tends to merge
the decisions and minimize the overall decision error. Therefore it outperforms the single
sensor setups when the collision point lays in between their estimations. The DS method, on
the other hand, is performing satisfactory compared to the single sensory setups and OWA
considering all evaluation crieria. DS theory uses masses of evidence and generates the
belief and plausibility of decisions. By aggregating all the belief and plausibility functions




Conclusion and Future Directions
This chapter provides a summary of the contributions of this thesis towards context-aware
analysis of road-accident datasets and presents suggestions for future work. Section 8.1
summarizes the main ideas used in this thesis and highlights the achievements that make
this study different from those of its kind. Each chapter of this thesis applies different state-
of-the-art methods and algorithms to advance the quality of insights and the platform that
produce them. Section 8.2 contains the research opportunities to further extend these
methods and algorithms. I introduce the directions that this work can be driven to in the
future.
8.1 Conclusion
Discovering potential risks of accidents and communicating timely warnings to the drivers
remains a major problem for the society. Driving has become a habit for many people as
they do it almost every day to commute to their workplace, school, gymnasiums, and other
places and facilities. Being behind the wheel almost everyday drives us to our comfort-
zone where we are unaware of the potential dangers we may confront. With the abundance
of data about traffic accidents and the advances made in data analytics and information
technologies, there is a great opportunity to discover patterns of collision-contributing
factors that may lead driving individuals to severe accidents. Driving alert and assistance
systems, which are widely used in modern cars these days, can provide valuable cautionary
advice to drivers if simply integrated with these patterns and being updated every often.
Such technology can be also used in autonomous vehicles within all the the ranges
from partially automated to fully automated. Doing so will enable them to foresee a
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wider range of conflicting actions and help them better plan their journey to avoid those
conflicts. It is only a matter of time before automated vehicles pervade the streets in urban
and rural areas, making us feel the urge for the vehicles to have long-term journey planing
capabilities.
The research presented in this thesis focused on developing methods to turn raw acci-
dent data into insightful association rules that can be used to construct a Bayesian network
with the ability to predict the risk of potential accidents. This work can be considered in
the category of collision prediction models which have a significant influence on traffic flow
and transportation safety. Predicting the probability range and the risk level of potential
accidents are regarded as valuable assets for car manufacturers and insurance companies.
Insurance companies are tending to use more sophisticated solutions to offer more realistic
premiums to their customers. Any improvement in creation of premiums, even though
small, can make a huge difference in the revenue of insurance companies. Car owners and
drivers are also willing to have a more accurate premium tailored to their driving experi-
ence, their vehicles safety, and the locations and times that they frequently drive in. All
these factors are, in some way, associated to the risk level of a particular driver driving a
certain vehicle. This study has offered a solution to reform classic collision analysis ap-
proaches by replacing individual analysis of risk factors by a wholistic analysis of crash
contributing factors in the form of crash contributing patterns.
Understanding the relationship between the collision contributing variables starts with
exploring the patterns of their appearance in a collection of collision samples. Chapter
4 of this thesis presents an idea based on medoid clustering and association rule mining
for exploring and comprehensively understanding crash-contributing patterns in a given
collision dataset. The clustering is adopted for the purpose of data segmentation which
minimizes the effect of heterogeneity in data. The clustering method was chosen based
on the output of a cluster shape identification method that I customized for the case
study of road-accident data analysis. Handling the presence of categorical data is another
challenge that emerges when dealing with a great majority of datasets. This challenge
was addressed by introducing Gower distance as a criterion to measure dissimilarity of
samples in the presence of categorical data. Insight induction is the core of this research
and required a solid approach to reflect the relationship and contribution of variables in
occurrence of traffic collisions. I found association rule mining a reliable approach for this
aim and enhanced its precision and computation time by incorporating binary particle
swarm optimization.
I used the national collision database of Canada and applied the cluster identification,
data segmentation, and association rule mining methods on 20000 randomly selected sam-
ples. In the numerical analysis, the chosen clustering method, medoid clustering, divided
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the data into three segments based on existence of complex driving situations and driver
characteristics. Association rule mining was then applied to these segments and insightful
rules were successfully generated. The performance of the BPSO-based association rule
mining proposed in this study was compared with that of other techniques in terms of
consistency and processing time which showed significant outperformance.
In the course of experiments, I noticed that many of the datasets that industry de-
mands, including road-accident databases, are deficient in descriptive factors. This is a
significant barrier for obtaining meaningful relationships from those datasets. For this rea-
son, I presented the concept of knowledgebase approximation in Chapter 4 to facilitate and
accelerate insight induction from high-dimensional disparate knowledgebases. This chap-
ter introduced Dempster-Shafer theory as a means to elevate the amount of information
obtained from disparate datasets by fusing their association rules. I tested this method
on the lymphography dataset and applied it to the road-accident database of the Great
Britain to enrich the insights induced from the national collision database of Canada.
Investigations on the road-accident historical data and in-depth collision analysis are
powerful tools to explore contributing collision risk factors. In-depth collision analysis
provides information on the chain of events leading to an accident by detailed reconstitution
of accidents, and historical data play an important role in it. However, these techniques can
not fulfill the requirements of a context-aware collision analysis model as they entail some
shortcomings that does not allow generation of realistic predictions tailored to upcoming
specific situations. As a result, I decided to tackle these shortcomings by conducting
naturalistic driving analysis on the reinforced insights. Naturalistic driving analysis allows
continuous, and sometimes real-time, processing of collected data from the sources that
contain contributing factors, and hence, is a good complement for the previous steps to
further expand the risk analysis model.
Using a Bayesian network is one of the ways to implement a solid naturalistic driving
analysis framework to predict traffic collision risk based on the findings from the data-
driven model. The directed acyclic graph of a Bayesian network can work with the real-
time measurements fed into a collision prediction model which brings a great flexibility
to the whole system. The big challenge, however, was to find a way to build the network
based on the approximated knowledgebase containing association rules. Chapter 6 of this
thesis elaborates on a methodology to learn the structure of the Bayesian network from
association rules. When the structure is decided, the conditional probability tables can be
simply generated from the data.
The great advantage of using association rules in the proposed Bayesian network con-
struction method is the ability of the consequent model in merging the information from
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different resources as a single collision risk analysis system. There is still extensive re-
search going on about structure learning algorithms that can work on multiple datasets.
Previous studies mostly rely on integration of datasets in the data level which entails nu-
merous challenges and drawbacks. Chapter 5 proposed knowledgebase approximation to
overcome those drawbacks and created a union of collision patterns in the form of associ-
ation rules, and Chapter 6 used those integrated association rules to construct a Bayesian
network. These whole process brings combined knowledge to a risk analysis system that
accepts real-time measurements from the vehicle, the environment, and the driver. Spatial
and temporal aspects can also be integrated into this system to create a compact tem-
porospatial context-aware collision analysis system. This method can also be applied to
the association rules extracted from a single dataset and may be used as a substitute for
other structure learning approaches.
The in-depth accident analysis and naturalistic driving studies organize the foundation
of the context-aware prediction model when combined. At this point there are plenty of
subsidiaries that can be added to this compound. One of these subsidiaries is a traffic in-
cident detection and localization system. Detecting and localizing traffic incidents enables
timely response to accidents and facilitates effective and efficient traffic flow management.
One of the frequent types of traffic collisions are head on accidents to the vehicles stalled
in highways after occurrence of an incident. The automatic incident detection system can
inform the drivers about the congestions in their path and their associated collisions risks
if integrated with the crash prediction model.
Sensor networks are widely used to obtain data about vehicle surroundings, traffic flow,
weather conditions, driver behavior and other factors affecting the collision prediction
process. They are powerful source of information for a crash prediction model and can
leverage the prediction accuracy if used as part of the model. These networks, however, may
communicate erroneous and noisy sensor readings. Chapter 7 exploits sensor data fusion
methods to overcome inaccuracies in a sensor network used for the purpose of automatic
incident detection.
This study designed a crash risk analysis ensemble has the potential to perform individual-
based investigation of the crash risk factors by considering the information from the driver,
the vehicle, and the environment in different variations of time and location. The outcome
showed the effectiveness of this ensemble with the available road-accident datasets. It is
more focused on presenting admissible crash analysis techniques rather than presenting the
induced insights. With the advances in telematics and the abundance of traffic data, crash
risk prediction models are great complements for advanced driving assistance systems to
provide drivers with life saving information.
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8.2 Future Directions
Collision risk analysis and development of collision prediction models are active areas of
research. New efficiency issues arise as the volume of traffic data and their generation
speed is increased. Moreover, with the growing number of in-use vehicles every year, the
need for enhanced safety equipment and technologies is being sensed more than ever. In
this section, I show possible future directions of collision prediction and risk analysis by
presenting a number of suggestions for further expanding the research in this thesis.
• real-time collision risk analysis: Chapter 6 of this thesis developed a Bayesian
network based approach which has the potential to investigate real-time information.
This Bayesian network uses the outcome of data-driven model to learn the network
structure and calculate conditional probabilities. Real-time sensor measurements and
environmental updates can be combined by the historical data enabling the model
to calculate the crash risk and likelihood for a single vehicle in real-time.
• Human factor: The databases in this study is less concentrated on human factors
compared to the vehicle and environmental factors. More driver behavior attributes,
specifically, can add valuable information to the resultant insights. One of the fu-
ture directions is to incorporate datasets more concentrated on human factors and
augment their information using the knowlegebase approximation framework. Those
developed parts of the model also have room for modification to generate more real-
istic segments and rules about driver behaviour.
• Clustering methods: Rule mining is an important part of the model that not only
forms the foundation for discovering underlying rules in accident databases, but also
contributes to learning the structure for the Bayesian network and other steps used in
this research. For each of the clusters shaped during the data segmentation process,
running the BPSO-based association rule mining algorithm produces several rules,
which are the best ones selected with respect to their fitness values. The quality of
clusters has a significant influence on the rules since a proper clustering technique
prevents the model from generating redundant rules in different clusters. This fact
is an encouragement for utilizing more powerful clustering algorithms in the future
to empower the model in generating more informative rules.
• Information fusion: Identification of road-accident risk factors is essential in de-
veloping an effective crash prediction model. Some of these factors may be influential
all the time, while some other impact in specific situations. No matter which ones
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are more effective in the occurrence of an accident, a comprehensive model should
be able to explore all the attributes connected to a collision event. There are numer-
ous powerful data fusion techniques in category of data association, state estimation,
and decision fusion that can complement the data-driven model by more accurately
integrating the knwoledgebase constructed by different databases.
• Other vehicles’ information: This thesis introduced a context-aware accident risk
prediction approach which is based on factors from three categories: the driver, the
evironment, and the vehicle. One other set of factors that can elaborate on the
probability of a particular vehicle to crash is the other vehicles’ information in the
vicinity. Context-aware architectures based on VANET’s on board unit (OBU) are
suggested to be used along with the framework in this thesis to improve the results
in the future work.
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Description and Their Values
Possible values and their meaning for each variable used in the national collision database
(NCDB) of Canada is summarized in this appendix.
Table A.1: Possible values for C YEAR
Code Description
19yy-20yy yy = last two digits of the calendar year. (e.g., 90, 91, 92)
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XX Jurisdiction does not provide this data element










X Jurisdiction does not provide this data element
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Table A.4: Possible values for C HOUR
Code Description
00 Midnight to 0:59
01 1:00 to 1:59
02 2:00 to 2:59
03 3:00 to 3:59
04 4:00 to 4:59
05 5:00 to 5:59
06 6:00 to 6:59
07 7:00 to 7:59
08 8:00 to 8:59
09 9:00 to 9:59
10 10:00 to 10:59
11 11:00 to 11:59
12 12:00 to 12:59
13 13:00 to 13:59
14 14:00 to 14:59
15 15:00 to 15:59
16 16:00 to 16:59
17 17:00 to 17:59
18 18:00 to 18:59
19 19:00 to 19:59
20 20:00 to 20:59
21 21:00 to 21:59
22 22:00 to 22:59
23 23:00 to 23:59
UU Unknown
XX Jurisdiction does not provide this data element
Table A.5: Possible values for C SEV
Code Description
1 Collision producing at least one fatality
2 Collision producing non-fatal injury
U Unknown
X Jurisdiction does not provide this data element
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Table A.6: Possible values for C VEHS
Code Description
01-98 01 - 98 vehicles involved.
99 99 or more vehicles involved.
UU Unknown
XX Jurisdiction does not provide this data element
Table A.7: Possible values for C CONF
Code Description
Single Vehicle in Motion:
01 Hit a moving object e.g., a person or an animal
02 Hit a stationary object e.g., a tree
03 Ran off left shoulder Including rollover in the left ditch
04 Ran off right shoulder Including rollover in the right ditch
05 Rollover on roadway
06 Any other single vehicle collision configuration
Two Vehicles in Motion - Same Direction of Travel:
21 Rear-end collision
22 Side swipe
23 One vehicle passing to the left of the other, or left turn conflict
24 One vehicle passing to the right of the other, or right turn conflict
25 Any other two vehicle - same direction of travel configuration
Two Vehicles in Motion - Different Direction of Travel:
31 Head-on collision
32 Approaching side-swipe
33 Left turn across opposing traffic
34 Right turn, including turning conflicts
35 Right angle collision
36 Any other two-vehicle - different direction of travel configuration
Two Vehicles - Hit a Parked Motor Vehicle:
41 Hit a parked motor vehicle
Other
QQ Choice is other than the preceding values
UU Unknown
XX Jurisdiction does not provide this data element
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Table A.8: Possible values for C RCFG
Code Description
01 Non-intersection e.g., ’mid-block’
02 At an intersection of at least two public roadways
03 Intersection with parking lot entrance/exit, private driveway or laneway
04 Railroad level crossing
05 Bridge, overpass, viaduct
06 Tunnel or underpass
07 Passing or climbing lane
08 Ramp
09 Traffic circle
10 Express lane of a freeway system
11 Collector lane of a freeway system
12 Transfer lane of a freeway system
QQ Choice is other than the preceding values
UU Unknown
XX Jurisdiction does not provide this data element
Table A.9: Possible values for C WTHR
Code Description
1 Clear and sunny
2 Overcast, cloudy but no precipitation
3 Raining
4 Snowing, not including drifting snow
5 Freezing rain, sleet, hail
6 Visibility limitation e.g., drifting snow, fog, smog, dust, smoke, mist
7 Strong wind
Q Choice is other than the preceding values
U Unknown
X Jurisdiction does not provide this data element
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3 Snow (fresh, loose snow)
4 Slush ,wet snow
5 Icy Includes packed snow
6 Sand/gravel/dirt
Refers to the debris on the
road, not the material used
to construct the road
7 Muddy
8 Oil
Includes spilled liquid or
road application.
9 Flooded
Q Choice is other than the preceding values
U Unknown
X Jurisdiction does not provide data element
Table A.11: Possible values for C RALN
Code Description
1 Straight and level
2 Straight with gradient
3 Curved and level
4 Curved with gradient
5 Top of hill or gradient
6 Bottom of hill or gradient ( ”Sag”)
Q Choice is other than the preceding values
U Unknown
X Jurisdiction does not provide this data element
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Table A.12: Possible values for C TRAF
Code Description
01 Traffic signals fully operational
02 Traffic signals in flashing mode
03 Stop sign
04 Yield sign
05 Warning sign ( Yellow diamond shape sign)
06 Pedestrian crosswalk
07 Police officer
08 School guard, flagman
09 School crossing
10 Reduced speed zone
11 No passing zone sign
12 Markings on the road ( e.g., no passing)
13 School bus stopped with school bus signal lights flashing
14 School bus stopped with school bus signal lights not flashing
15 Railway crossing with signals, or signals and gates
16 Railway crossing with signs only
17 Control device not specified
18 No control present
QQ Choice is other than the preceding values
UU Unknown
XX Jurisdiction does not provide this data element
Table A.13: Possible values for V ID
Code Description
01 - 98 01 - 98
99 Vehicle sequence number assigned to pedestrians
UU
Unknown. In cases where a person segment cannot be
correctly matched with the vehicle that he/she was rid-
ing in, the Vehicle Sequence Number is set to UU.
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Table A.14: Possible values for V TYPE
Code Description
01
Light Duty Vehicle (Passenger car, Passenger
van, Light utility vehicles and light duty pick
up trucks)
05 Panel/cargo van ≤ 4536 KG GVWR Panel or window type of van designed primar-
ily for carrying goods.
06 Other trucks and vans ≤ 4536 KG GVWR
Unspecified, or any other types of LTVs that
do not fit into the above categories(e.g., deliv-
ery or service vehicles, chip wagons, small tow
trucks etc.)
07 Unit trucks > 4536 KG GVWR All heavy unit trucks, with or without a trailer
08 Road tractor With or without a semi-trailer
09 School bus Standard large type
10 Smaller school bus Smaller type, seats < 25 passengers
11 Urban and Intercity Bus
14 Motorcycle and moped Motorcycle and limited-speed motorcycle
16 Off road vehicles
Off road motorcycles (e.g., dirt bikes) and all
terrain vehicles
17 Bicycle






NN Data element is not applicable
e.g., ”dummy” vehicle record created for the
pedestrian
QQ Choice is other than the preceding values
UU Unknown
XX
Jurisdiction does not provide this data ele-
ment
Table A.15: Possible values for V YEAR
Code Description
19yy-20yy Model Year 19Y Y to 20Y Y where 00 ≤ Y Y ≤ CurrentY ear + 1
NNNN Data element is not applicable (e.g., ”dummy” vehicle record created for the pedestrian)
UUUU Unknown
XXXX Jurisdiction does not provide this data element
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Table A.16: Possible values for P ID
Code Description
01-99 01-99
NN Data element is not applicable ( e.g., dummy” person record created for parked cars)
UU Unknown ( e.g., applies to runaway cars)




N Data element is not applicable (e.g., dummy” person record created for parked cars)
U Unknown (e.g., applies to runaway cars)
X Jurisdiction does not provide this data element
Table A.18: Possible values for P AGE
Code Description
00 Less than 1 Year old
01 - 98 1 to 98 Years old
99 99 Years or older
NN Data element is not applicable (e.g., dummy” person record created for parked cars)
UU Unknown (e.g., applies to runaway cars)
XX Jurisdiction does not provide this data element
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Table A.19: Possible values for P PSN
Code Description
11 Driver
12 Front row, center
13 Front row, right outboard, including motorcycle passenger in sidecar
21 Second row, left outboard, including motorcycle passenger
22 Second row, center
23 Second row, right outboard
31 Third row, left outboard
32 Third row, center
33 Third row, right outboard
etc.
96 Position unknown, but the person was definitely an occupant
97 Sitting on someone’s lap
98 Outside passenger compartment (e.g., riding in the back of a pick-up truck)
99 Pedestrian
NN Data element is not applicable (e.g., dummy person record created for parked cars)
QQ Choice is other than the preceding value
UU Unknown (e.g., applies to runaway cars)
XX Jurisdiction does not provide this data element




3 Fatality (Died immediately or within the time limit.)
N Data element is not applicable (e.g., dummy” person record created for parked cars)
U Unknown (e.g., applies to runaway cars)
X Jurisdiction does not provide this data element
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Table A.21: Possible values for P SAFE
Code Description
01 No safety device used or No child restraint used
02 Safety device used or child restraint used
09
Helmet worn (For motorcyclists, bicyclists, snowmobilers, all-terrain ve-
hicle riders)
10
Reflective clothing worn (For motorcyclists, bicyclists, snowmobilers, all-
terrain vehicle riders and pedestrians)
11
Both helmet and reflective clothing used (For motorcyclists, bicyclists,
snowmobilers, all-terrain vehicle riders and pedestrians)
12 Other safety device used
13 No safety device equipped (e.g., buses)
NN
Data element is not applicable (e.g., dummy” person record created for
parked cars)
QQ Choice is other than the preceding values
UU Unknown (e.g., applies to runaway cars)
XX Jurisdiction does not provide this data element
Table A.22: Possible values for P USER
Code Description
1 Motor Vehicle Driver




U Not stated / Other / Unknown
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Appendix B
GB Dataset Variables’ Description
and Their Values
This appendix describes some of the variables of the GB dataset used in this thesis as
a secondary dataset used for reinforcing the association rules obtained from the NCDB
dataset. In order to keep the balance of the the number of variables in common, I did not
use all the variables in this dataset. This appendix describes the variables that are not in
common with those of the NCDB dataset.







6 more than five casualties
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Table B.3: Possible values for light conditions
Code Description
1 Daylight
4 Darkness - lights lit
5 Darkness - lights unlit
6 Darkness - no lighting
7 Darkness - lighting unknown
-1 Data missing or out of range
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3 Waiting to go - held up




8 Waiting to turn left
9 Turning right
10 Waiting to turn right
11 Changing lane to left
12 Changing lane to right
13 Overtaking moving vehicle - offside
14 Overtaking static vehicle - offside
15 Overtaking - nearside
16 Going ahead left-hand bend
17 Going ahead right-hand bend
18 Going ahead other
-1 Data missing or out of range
Table B.5: Possible values for junction location
Code Description
0 Not at or within 20 metres of junction
1 Approaching junction or waiting/parked at junction approach
2 Cleared junction or waiting/parked at junction exit
3 Leaving roundabout
4 Entering roundabout
5 Leaving main road
6 Entering main road
7 Entering from slip road
8 Mid Junction - on roundabout or on main road
-1 Data missing or out of range
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2 Skidded and overturned
3 Jackknifed
4 Jackknifed and overturned
5 Overturned
-1 Data missing or out of range
Table B.7: Possible values for vehicle leaving carriageway
Code Description
0 Did not leave carriageway
1 Nearside
2 Nearside and rebounded
3 Straight ahead at junction
4 Offside on to central reservation
5 Offside on to centrl res + rebounded
6 Offside - crossed central reservation
7 Offside
8 Offside and rebounded
-1 Data missing or out of range
Table B.8: Possible values for first point of impact
Code Description





-1 Data missing or out of range
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Table B.9: Possible values for pedestrian movement
code Description
0 Not a Pedestrian
1 Crossing from driver’s nearside
2 Crossing from nearside - masked by parked or stationary vehicle
3 Crossing from driver’s offside
4 Crossing from offside - masked by parked or stationary vehicle
5 In carriageway, stationary - not crossing (standing or playing)
6 Same as code 5 but masked by parked or stationary vehicle
7 Walking along in carriageway, facing traffic
8 Walking along in carriageway, back to traffic
9 Unknown or other
-1 Data missing or out of range
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